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INTRODUCTION

One of man’s most successful traits is curiosity. It has led us to great discoveries and
drove us to map the skies, explore the globe and even venture out into space to start
exploring other worlds, like and unlike our own. However, perhaps this last statement
is a bit premature; we have yet to actually set foot on another planet, but it certainly
seems an exciting next step and surely captures the imagination of many. Indeed we
have landed on the Moon, but that is not the same, although of course it is a great first
step. Landing on a real planet, however, that would be a real accomplishment.

But would it really be a greater accomplishment? The moon is only two times smaller
than Mars in diameter. Mars itself is two times smaller than the Earth; the differences
are not that large. Moreover there are planets in the solar system that we would not even
be able to land on. Jupiter and Saturn are giant balls of gas with perhaps a tiny rocky
ball in the center. Before we would reach the surface of that ball, however, we would
have been torn up by the raging storms in the gaseous atmosphere. Pluto is very small
(smaller than the Moon!) and it is so far away from the sun that you would instantly
freeze without proper protection.

On the one hand the word “planet” has a magical ring of new frontiers in exploration
to it. On the other hand the range of objects that are called “planets” have vastly
differing properties, often making them very unattractive places to travel to. Moreover,
there are other objects that we do not call “planets” but which are very similar to our
own Earth, like our own Moon, or the large moons around Jupiter and Saturn. All
considered, the term “planet” seems to be a somewhat awkward remnant from earlier
times when they were simply known as ‘wanderers’ (which is what the Greek word
πλάνητης (‘planetes’) roughly means), because they moved on the sky with respect to
the stars (which have fixed positions on the sky with respect to each other).

The first years of this century brought the complication to a new level. New objects
were discovered in the outskirts of our solar system with similar sizes and properties as
Pluto. This triggered a discussion amongst astronomers and planetary scientists: are
all these new objects planets as well or should Pluto, being similar to the new objects,
be called something different? In 2004 this led the International Astronomical Union
(IAU)1 to try and answer the question this thesis is about: ‘what is a planet?’ or in

1International Astronomical Union: union of astronomical societies world-wide. It is charged with
assigning international nomenclature to individual celestial objects and promoting and stimulating as-
tronomy in general.
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other words: “how should we define “planet”?’
This question led to heated debate and still the discussion has not ceased. In 2006

at the IAU General Assembly (GA)2 Pluto, as a result of an adopted definition, was
reclassified from “planet” to “dwarf planet”, which has led to a public outcry and a lot
of media attention. Astronomers themselves were divided on the issue as well and some
of them are trying to get the definition revoked at the next GA in August, 2009.

But what was it exactly that made it so hard to decide how to define “planets”?
What was the actual discussion about? Which positions were held and what arguments
were used to defend these positions? As it turns out most of the debate was about two
main proposals for a definition of “planet”. What were these and what can we say about
them from a philosophical point of view? What conditions should a definition fulfill and
do these proposed definitions indeed fulfill these conditions? Which of them is the best
definition? A smaller part of the debate was about whether we should define “planet”
at all, so how about their arguments; should we indeed define “planet” or is it best to
leave the whole situation as it was? Can we dismiss these kinds of discussions as being
merely ‘verbal’ or ‘semantic’, or do they have some real importance for astronomy and
science in general?

These are roughly the questions that we will set out to answer in this thesis. To sum
up: we present an argumentative analysis of the discussion on how to define “planet”
and evaluate the actual proposed definitions using criteria from theory on definitions
and philosophy of science. In doing so we hope to be able to help possible future IAU
planet redefinition committees to make the best possible decisions.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. For chapter 1 we will use literature on
definitions, mainly by Robinson (1972) and Viskil (1994), to give an overview of the
field of theory of definition. More importantly we will try to find criteria with which we
can evaluate the proposed definitions of “planets”. In addition we will treat the theory of
concept explication by Kuipers (2007) with which we can evaluate the scientific content
of the definitions. Next we will discuss and analyze the debate in chapter 2. We give an
overview of the events before, during and after the GA at which the definition by the
IAU was made, identify the main positions in the debate and find out which arguments
they have used to defend their points of view. In chapter 3 it all comes together when
we use the evaluative criteria from chapter 1 to evaluate the material from chapter 2.
In doing so we also set up and evaluate argumentation structures for supporting the
different points of view. We finish with a short discussion and conclusions.

2General Assembly: three-yearly conference for all IAU members, where amongst other things reso-
lutions are voted on. One of these resolutions included a new definition of “planet”.
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CHAPTER 1

THEORY ON DEFINITIONS

To study and evaluate definition-proposals of “planets” as well as arguments put forward
in favor of them, we first need a theoretical framework of definitions in general. This
should allow us to find out what types of definitions we are dealing with, how in general
to evaluate these types and their content and to what degree the actual definitions stand
up to scrutiny. In this chapter we will set out to provide the means to an answer to the
first two of these questions.

While there is a wide range of literature available on the general subject of argumen-
tation theory and on the more specific subject of argumentation in science, definitions
are sparsely covered in it (for a good overview, see chapters two and three of Viskil
(1994)). Moreover, most authors merely try integrating some idea of definitions into
their overarching argumentative or logical theories, whereas only a handful of authors
specifically treat definitions and systematically try to construct a useful account of them.
The approach of Robinson (1972), however, is an example of the latter and an especially
instrumental one at that. His treatise laid the foundation for the methodological ap-
proach and typology of definitions used by most other authors today.

1.1 Classification of definition types

Robinson (1972) starts his book by making clear that there was no consensus whatsoever
concerning what a proper definition should be like. The goal of his essay therefore seems
to have been to work towards some sort of consensus and construct a framework in which
definitions can be properly subdued to rational criteria. To do this he identifies what
different types of definition are distinguished in the literature. He then checks whether
they are characterized in terms of the purpose they serve, the method of definition they
identify or a mixture of them.

For example, ‘nominal definition’ is the name of a purpose, the purpose of
explaining the meaning of a word; but ‘ostensive definition’ is the name of
a method, the method that makes use of pointing or physical introduction
(Robinson, 1972, pg. 15).

As it turns out, most types of definition are actually names of methods. The essential
part of a definition, however, is its purpose, as this is necessary for us to judge whether
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or not a definition is carried out correctly (by simply checking whether its purpose is
achieved). Robinson is thus left with a few fundamental types, distinguished by the
purpose they serve, under which all definitions can be classified, further distinguished
by the method they apply (we list some methods on page 7).

He begins by clearly separating real from nominal definitions. In Robinson’s terms
nominal definitions define words whereas real definitions define things. These consti-
tute the two most basic categories of purposes of definitions. Historically, however,
a definition had to describe the essence of the thing defined, c.f. Plato and Aristotle’s
essentialistic view. Based on this idea they set up their rules for proper definitions. How-
ever, essentialistic or real definitions are not the only kind of definitions. In a way they
presuppose the connection between a thing and the word used for it. This connection,
however, must first be made by either nominal definitions or some other (non-intentional)
method of learning about the word’s meaning (which we will not consider any further).
The distinction is therefore important for proper analysis of definitions.

To further rid the theory on definitions of historic unclarities he subdivides nominal
definitions into word-word definitions and word-thing definitions. The purpose of word-
word is to define a word to mean the same as another word and of word-thing to define
a word to mean a certain thing. In this way he analogously calls a real definition
a thing-thing definition; a definition that defines a certain thing to be another thing
(or composition of things). Because previously a word-thing definition was something
most authors did not consider they falsely concluded the only kind of definitions worth
studying to be real definitions because, as Robinson agrees, word-word definitions are of
little importance (Robinson, 1972, pg. 18,19); usually we try to connect real things or
concepts to words, not merely try to state that two words are equivalent, whatever their
meaning may be. Thus the realists seemed to hold a strong case until Robinson made
the above distinction.

Defining a word to mean a thing can have two different purposes. We sometimes
define a word to mean something by reporting its actual current or historic usage in
some language. This kind of definition Robinson (1972) calls lexical. The second way
of binding a word to a thing is by making up a certain usage ourselves and this kind he
calls stipulative. In figure 1.1 Robinson’s resulting subdivision of definitions according
to purpose is displayed.

After having listed these types Robinson goes on to describe in detail the gain that
can be made by accepting word-thing definitions as an important kind of definition.
Among other things he shows that there are no such things as indefinables1 and that
circularity is not always that bad.2 His account of real definitions, however, is not that
helpful because he is not able to confidently state what a real definition is. He merely
lists different activities that people have been calling real definitions, but which in each
case he refuses to actually call a real definition. In fact he seems skeptical in general

1Some authors for example deem the word ‘good’ indefinable, but it could for example simply be
defined in terms of its practical force, i.e. the effects it has on its listeners after they hear it, and not like
most authors have done by trying to describe or analyse ‘good’ in terms of the constituent characteristics
it is supposed to possess. In this case the effect is one of attaching a positive judgement to the thing
that is called good.

2Robinson (1972): “Circularity is a disease of analysis, not of definition”. Some realist authors
thought that real definition could only take place by means of analysis and because they usually saw
real definition as the only kind of definition they were thus lead to the conclusion that definitions should
not be circular, because indeed in analysis the parts must not be defined in terms of the whole if it is to
be a useful analysis.
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Definition

Real definition Nominal definition

Word-thing definition

Stipulative definition Lexical definition

Word-word definition

Figure 1.1: Classification of definition types according to purpose

about the status of real definitions as being definitions at all:

I personally believe that all three kinds of definition, word-word, word-thing
and thing-thing are possible events, and occur from time to time, and have
their value; but thing-thing definition had better be called by some other
name than ‘definition’ (Robinson, 1972, pg. 19).

He explains the confusion between all the different activities that he identifies as having
been called real definitions in the last chapter:

But why should so many activities have been confused under one name?
A very large part of the cause of the birth and long life of this confused
concept, real definition, is surely the occurrence in language, or at least in
Indo-European languages, of the question-form: ‘What is x?’ (Robinson,
1972, pg. 190)

Real definition is then the range of activities that try to find an answer to this far too
general question. This can be done in so many ways that Robinson does not bother with
trying to find some common characteristic of them. Thus on this account we are left
wanting.

He does, however, also cover seven methods of word-thing definition, of which we
shall give a short listing as it might be useful later on when trying to categorize the IAU
definitions.

• Synonyms: when the goal of a definition is to teach someone the meaning of ‘nippy’
by using a word he is already familiar with like ‘chilly’ then this is called a definition
by synonyms. Note that this is not word-word definition as the purpose is explicitly
to teach someone the meaning of a word, not merely to show its synonymity as is
basically the purpose of word-word definitions. This method does presuppose the
listener to know the meaning of the words used to teach him the meaning of the
word defined.
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• Analysis: by giving an analysis of the thing defined.

• Synthesis: the opposite of analysis; defining a thing by indicating its relation to
other things.

• Implication: a word can be implicatively defined by using it in a sentence instead
of mentioning it and then explicitly stating its relation to a thing.

‘A square has two diagonals, and each of them divides the square into
two rightangled isosceles triangles’. It does not profess to be about words
at all. It is not explicitly a nominal definition; for it does not say that
‘the word means so and so’. Yet a person who comes to it knowing the
meaning of all the words in it except ‘diagonal’ can learn from it what
the word ‘diagonal’ means (Robinson, 1972, pg. 106).

• Denotation: defining a word by giving examples of the thing defined; e.g. ‘ducks,
pigeons and parrots’ could be a denotative definition of birds.

• Ostensive method: the above methods define in terms of other words, but these
methods are therefore not available to babies. The ostensive method of definition
fills this gap by defining a word by simply uttering it when the thing to be defined
is under the listener’s attention.

• Rule-giving method: finally there are words that are best described by stating
their rules of usage. These can be words like ‘him’ and ‘yesterday’ that by their
nature are variable, words that do not refer to things at all like ‘and’ or ‘not’, and
other kinds of difficultly describable words.

The goal of classifying definitions according to their purpose was to be able to set
up rules for their proper formulation. Robinson (1972) does not treat this part very sys-
tematically, but rather just gives a lot of ideas on how one could do this. Also his basic
classification scheme as summarily laid out here and especially the idea of classifying
according to purpose provide an excellent starting point for doing this. According to
Viskil (1994) Groot and Medendorp (1986) base their account of definitions on Robin-
son’s word-thing definition and Viskil himself also uses Robinson’s types (although he
adds one and does not use word-word definitions, but neither does Robinson himself).

1.2 Definitions in speech act theory

As both Viskil and Robinson note the term ‘definition’ still refers to a wide range of
different activities that can be classified primarily by purpose and secondarily by method.
Different methods of word-thing definition for have been listed above. Moreover the term
refers not only to definition as an activity or a process, but also to the product of such
a process, i.e. the definiens. In this section we will primarily consider definition as
a process, as that is what eventually determines the product. The different types of
definition ‘acts’ discussed in the previous section can be embedded in a more general
framework on use of language. Using that we will be able to adequately describe them
in the wider context in which they are actually used in real life and thus discern proper
rules of usage.
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One of the most successful recent theories in philosophy of language is that of illocu-
tionary acts (Austin, 1962) or speech acts (Searle, 1965, 1969). It sets up a framework
in which language can be analysed in terms of the effects certain types of words or
sentences, called illocutionary acts (the basic units of communication according to the
theory), can have on its listeners. Searle says he will not define “speech act”, but rather
gives examples of types of speech acts3 and then advises us to derive necessary and suf-
ficient conditions under which a certain speech act can be said to be of a certain type.
The example he fully treats in this manner in Searle (1965) is the act of ‘promising’, but
he mentions others like ‘making announcements’, ‘asking questions’ and ‘giving orders’.

Following Searle (1965, 1969), we will for clarity define a speech act or illocutionary
act as the elementary unit of verbal communication as follows: an act of locution (the
actual speaking) used to produce a certain effect in the listener by making the listener
recognize the speaker’s intent of producing this effect by using the rules for the type
of act. A simple example: the command ‘please, close the door’ when told to someone
is intended to produce a certain effect, namely that of the listener closing the door.
It is therefore an illocutionary act because it aims making the listener understand this
intention. This illocutionary effect has been reached when the listener recognizes (based
on the lingual rules and conventions for command-type speech acts) the speaker’s intent
of trying to produce this effect.

Examining this definition we can immediately identify an important parallel with
Robinson’s approach to definitions: the central position of the purpose or intent of the
speaker. Because we have classified definitions according to purpose it should prove fairly
easy to cast them in the form of illocutionary acts as defined above. Before we do so
we need to elaborate on the types of purposes an illocutionary act can have. According
to Viskil (1994)4 we can discern two main types of immediate effects a proper speech
act should have: illocutionary and perlocutionary effects. The illocutionary effect is the
listener’s recognition of the intent of the act and the understanding of its propositional
content. Perlocutionary effects of the illocutionary act are effects on the behaviour,
thoughts or beliefs of the listener. The latter are in a way secondary to the former and
can be very diverse. We could for example perform the illocutionary act of urging the
listener to shut the door. The illocutionary effect would be for the listener to recognize
our urgent desire for him to shut the door. The intended perlocutionary effects, however,
could range from simply persuading the listener to actually close the door to making the
listener know who is calling the shots or making him believe you are insane if there is
no door around to close. The illocutionary effects are what we are primarily interested
in because they are essential to the type of illocutionary act and these we will have to
identify for our different types of definitions.

Using the approach of Viskil (1994) we can now list the purposes of the types of def-
initions we want to embed in speech act theory by demanding the desired effects to be
produced as illocutionary or perlocutionary effects. Using these purposes Viskil (1994)
then sets up conditions that must apply to speech acts for them to be called felicitously
performed definitions. Evidently there are the so-called essential conditions pertaining

3Had he written his works a few years later, i.e. after Robinson (1972) had cleared up the concept
of definition, he might have said instead that he simply was not willing to provide a full analysis, but
would rather define the concept denotatively.

4Viskil (1994) in turn cites Searle (1969), in which most of the theory on speech acts is developed,
and Van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1982), who feel the need to clarify the notion of a perlocutionary
effect because of the term’s highly heterogeneous usage in the literature.
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to the illocutionary effects, but these alone do not suffice because — as the example of
‘promising’ in Searle (1965) shows — illocutionary acts usually have several other types
of conditions. Viskil (1994) identifies definitions as also needing ‘propositional content
conditions’, ‘preparatory conditions’ and ‘sincerity conditions’. These respectively spec-
ify how their propositional content can be formulated, the situation in which they can
be considered correct and the mental state in which the speaker should be.

For the goals of this thesis it will suffice only to treat stipulative and real definitions
as the IAU definitions will clearly neither be lexical, nor word-word.5 Either they are
acts of connecting words to certain things or they are what the definers think to be
proper descriptions of reality. Which of these the definers intended it to be we will
investigate in section 3.1.

1.2.1 Stipulative definition as an illocutionary act

First we consider stipulative definitions. According to Viskil (1994) we can treat stipu-
lation as a complex speech act consisting of the two basic illocutions of ‘committing’ and
‘attempting to clarify’. A stipulation is used to commit the author and his readers to
choosing a certain meaning of the word that is defined, with the ultimate goal of clarifying
the word and its meaning6 as it will be used by the author. The achievement of these two
goals thus constitutes the essential condition for stipulative definitions to be successful.
Whether or not both these goals are equally essential is a matter of discussion. On the
one hand there are logically or mathematically oriented authors that merely demand
stipulation to assign a new meaning to a word, a sort of pure stipulation. On the other
hand we have the more semantically oriented authors, who focus on the importance of
clarification of the newly introduced meaning of a word. Viskil takes the middle road
by combining these in principle not mutually exclusive views and we tend to agree with
this; it seems prudent to try and find the lowest common denominator. Astronomy
being a mathematically based field of science though, most emphasis will likely be on
‘committing’.

The propositional content condition is most conveniently defined in terms of its proper
grammatical structure. This then reads (translated from Viskil (1994)):

Each proposition that is expressed in a sentence of which the subject term is
a cited word or phrase and the predicate is composed of (1) a verb indicating
that the rest of the predicate is the meaning of the subject term and (2) one
or more words or phrases with or without an adjunct.

This excludes sentences like ‘This bird is a duck’ because the subject is not a cited word
but a referring noun. Viskil’s treatment of the indicating verb may on first sight seem a

5And nor will they be stipulative-lexical, a fifth type introduced by Viskil (1994) that combines
aspects of lexical and stipulative to form a definition that “counts as a description of a meaning in which
users of the language use a word or group of words, and is used to indicate that the speaker will be using
this meaning in his further discourse” (our translation).

6According to Grice’s Maxim of Quantity (Grice, 1989) one should be precisely as informative as
necessary. From this we can conclude that a definition, containing new information, should only be
given in situations where the word that is defined was not clear. There can be no other reason for
defining a word, because if the word is clear to all the participants in the conversation there is no
(direct) need to add the extra information contained in the definition and in fact we are then forbidden
to do so by Grice’s Maxim (there could perhaps be indirect rhetorical purposes, but we will not concern
ourselves with those). So this is what the general speech act of nominal definition should aim to do.
Stipulation adds to that the basic illocution of committing the speaker to usage of the defined meaning.
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bit on the stringent side, as he excludes the word ‘is’ in two examples as not satisfying
the propositional content condition. However, he makes the good and practical point
that you should be able to replace ‘is’ by a word that indicates the stipulative connection
more explicitly, like ‘means’ or the even more explicit ‘. . . I stipulatively define to mean
. . . ’, without changing the meaning of the sentence; you must be able to reduce the
sentence to the most explicit form of the illocutionary act without changing its meaning.
We then see that an example like ‘Roll-on-roll-off is a term from transport industry’ does
not satisfy the propositional content condition, as there is no way that we can see ‘is’ as
being an indicating term in the sense of the condition (the same also goes for ‘is’ in the
first example). These examples can also be taken as a warning to be careful when using
‘is’, because it is indeed one of the most ambiguous words in our language.

The preparatory condition for stipulative definitions is twofold:

• The speaker believes that the listener does not know (well) in which sense the
speaker uses the word or phrase to be defined (in this context).

• The speaker believes that the listener will understand the word or phrase (better)
when the speaker stipulates in which sense he will use the word or phrase in this
context.

The speaker should hold these believes for the definition to be a proper stipulative one.
If the first does not hold the speech act would be superfluous and if the second does not
hold it would be ineffective.

Finally Viskil (1994)’s sincerity condition of the stipulative definition is that the
speaker believes that the speech act will clarify (the meaning of) the word or phrase to the
listener. As Viskil himself notes, this will usually coincide with the second preparatory
condition. The essential difference between the two is that the preparatory condition is
about the listener and the sincerity condition is about the speaker. The former makes
sure that the speaker believes the stipulation to have the desired effect in the listener,
whereas the latter ensures that the speaker believes his act is a proper means for this
effect to be produced.

1.2.2 Real definition as an illocutionary act

Robinson’s treatment of real definitions was rather unsatisfactory, but Viskil does offer
a useful account of real definition. Its basic purpose is to enable the listener to identify a
certain thing (or to identify the particulars7 of a certain category of things) by giving an
empirical description of it. This is basically the essential condition for real definitions.
In Viskil’s words (translated from Viskil (1994)): “Performing the speech act of real
definition should count as an empirical description of a thing (as a universal), with the
goal of enabling the listener or reader to identify the particulars of this thing”. A short
comment on this way of defining real definitions can be made in saying that it could be
seen as rather restrictive because of the use of the word ‘empirical’. Take for example
St. Anselm’s definition of God:

“God” is the being than which nothing greater can be conceived.

7Particulars being the actual instances of a category; e.g. Mars and Jupiter are particulars of the
planet category.
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This can certainly be argued to be a real definition, i.e. as an answer to the question
‘What is ”God”?’. We could easily place it under two of Robinson’s categories of real
definition; either that of finding the essence of a thing (Robinson, 1972, pg. 153-156)
or finding a ‘key’ (Robinson, 1972, pg. 162-165), an idea on the basis of which we can
build up (e.g. by argument) the complete account of what the thing is. Especially the
latter seems like a good fit, since Anselm actually uses the definition to argue for the
existence of God. For our purposes, however, an empirical real definition is permissive
enough, because in the end astronomy is an empirical science, so we can safely assume
that no use will be made of real definitions that are not empirically testable.

This type is remarkably distinct from stipulative definitions, in that it describes
actual things and thus possesses a truth value (it can be a true or a false description
of reality). It must be noted that real definitions cannot be used to come up with
new names of things, for this is already covered by stipulative definition. Of course
it is possible to learn a new word by hearing an understandable real definition of a
previously unknown thing. From the perspective of speech act theory, however, this is
merely a perlocutionary effect, not an essential characteristic of a real definition. The
real definition as uttered by some speaker will still only be characterized in terms of its
particular illocutionary effects, i.e. the primary intention of the speaker as recognized
by the listener. Real definition should herefore rather be seen as a complement to or
an extension of a word-thing definition. First the listener needs to know what we are
talking about, for which he must have learned the meaning of the word previously by
stipulative or lexical definition or by some other non-intentional way. Only then can we
give a real definition of the thing, because beforehand we were not able to speak of it.
This real definition should then be a detailed empirical account of the thing that enables
us to separate it from other things.

Admittedly it can be hard to see the essential difference. Does not real definition
simply imply a more extensive stipulative definition (by method of analysis) that is used
in cases of empirical research of the thing defined? If an author in his discourse would
be talking about some object he needs to be able to clarify to his readers what he is
talking about. In the case of an empirical study this will usually imply that the reader
will afterwards have to be able to identify the object. But because this perlocutionary
effect is reached through the perlocutionary effect of the clarification the former may be
said to be secondary rather than essential. On the other hand enabling identification
does seem like an important characteristic of definitions in empirical sciences and so
Viskil (1994) does capture an actual purpose of some scientists with his notion of real
definition. Whether or not this account of real definition can be embedded in some
account of stipulative definition (some reference to true representation of reality should
be added; a combination of stipulative and real definitions might result) may therefore
not really matter, because the value of real definition as a separate concept will hold.

Unlike in nominal definitions the word for the thing that is defined in a real definition
is not merely mentioned, but is actually used to refer to the thing. It is the thing-
thing definition of Robinson’s terminology. This determines the propositional content
condition, again given by the grammatical form of the propositional content. Translated
from Viskil (1994) this is it:

Every proposition that is used in a sentence of which the subject term is a
noun referring to the thing as a universal and of which the predicate con-
sists of (1) a verb indicating that the rest of the predicate is the (empirical)
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description of the thing and (2) a (group of) noun(s) with an adjunct that in-
dicates to which class of things the thing belongs and on the ground of which
characteristics the thing can be distinguished from other things belonging to
the same class.

The preparatory condition of real definitions is threefold:

• The speaker believes that the listener does not know (well) what the thing (as a
universal) to which a word refers is (or which distinguishing characteristics the
thing has).

• The speaker believes that the listener will know what the thing (as a universal) is
if the speaker were to describe the thing (as a universal) to the listener.

• The speaker can show that his description of the thing (as a universal) is right.

Now, this third condition might lead to serious discussion. When is a description right?
In a communicative context this is a matter of convincing the listener and thus of ar-
gumentation. A realist might object by saying that a description is right only when it
correctly depicts nature, but as Descartes, Hume and others have shown it is difficult to
determine from first principles what reality is like. Using arguments like theirs one might
thus be led to believe that a description is right for as far as we can see when in reality
it is not (whatever “reality” may mean, but let us not digress into that subject). Viskil
(1994) thinks this third condition is satisfied whenever the speaker is able to ‘justify’
his definition, but does not elaborate on how this justification should take place. The
text seems to suggest that indeed an argumentative justification will suffice, which will
certainly make ‘classical realists’ squirm. Maybe it is not that bad though, because in
principle a realist could try to justify the definition using arguments containing state-
ments about (what he thinks is) reality. Indeed it then seems that an argumentative
interpretation of ‘right’ is sufficient, though one should be careful in looking for one’s
arguments.

The sincerity condition of real definitions is that the speaker believes that (a) the
speech act is a right description of the thing (as a universal) and (b) the speech act
enables the listener to identify the particulars of the thing. This again seems similar to
previous conditions, but again the difference is in whether the condition focuses on the
listener or the speaker.

Thus we have integrated two types of definitions in speech act theory by stating
the necessary and sufficient conditions under which the definitions are successful speech
acts. These stipulative and real definitions do not have any conditions in common, which
means that the definitions of “planets” that we are to evaluate will have to be one of
these types and not both, unless they fulfill all conditions of both types; the conditions
do not seem mutually exclusive, so this is possible. Let us, however, for the time being
not concern ourselves with conjectures and go on to formulate from these conditions two
sets of practical guidelines one should follow when setting up these types of definitions.

These conditions for both types take care of the illocutionary parts of the definitions,
but for a definition to be acceptable we need it to be functional as well, i.e. its content
must make sense scientifically. Viskil set up standard argumentation structures for the
justification of the acceptability of both types of definition (see figure 1.2). These include
both the communicative and the functional aspects. We will elaborate on the functional
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part in section 1.4. In our evaluation in section 3.3 we will build an actual instantiation
of Viskil’s standard structure where we use the arguments from the debate.

(a) Stipulative (b) Real

Figure 1.2: Standard argumentation structures for the justification of the acceptability of
a definition. L is the listener, S is the speaker and W is the word defined (definiendum).
Images produced using Araucaria. Structures from Viskil (1994).

1.3 Guidelines for setting up definitions

In table 1.1 we list the procedure of Viskil (1994) for a setting up a proper stipulative
or real (or lexical, or any for that matter) definition. These are based on the conditions
for successful definitions. After we have checked whether the explicit conditions for the
specific type of the definition have been met, the procedure in table 1.1 can act as a
convenient check list for evaluating whether the process of working up to the “planet”
definitions has been correct. The former checks (on the explicit conditions) differ for the
two types, whereas the guidelines given below can be used for both types of definition.
This is the case because we must see the guidelines as an ideal model that does not
necessarily have to be applied to the letter. For certain types we can leave out certain
criteria in practice. We will identify these as we go along, as they will mostly speak for
themselves.

One thing we still need to explain in this model is the term idea-as-meant. Basically
though the name really says it all. It should be seen as a first draft of the definer’s idea
of what the term should mean, that can be used, after some revision, to cast into the
form of idea-as-determined. This is then what will be casted into a readable format in
phase IV. Another small remark on the model is that in case of a real definition you
should read ‘word to be defined’ as ‘thing to be defined’.

We will not explicitly cover all the steps in this section, because we will run through
them when evaluating the “planet” definitions so we can immediately set them to work
and see how they fare in a practical setting, which as guidelines is what they were made
for. We conclude this section by listing the standard paraphrasings for stipulative and
real definitions in table 1.2.
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Phase I: Setting objectives

1. The definer chooses the word or thing to define.
2. The definer establishes what goal he wants to achieve
by defining it.
3. The definer establishes for whom the definition is
meant.
4. The definer establishes the type of definition that
needs to be set up.

Phase II: Analysis
1. The definer analyses the relevant meaning(s) of the
word that is to be defined.
2. The definer analyses the idea-as-meant.

Phase III: Construction

1. The definer determines the extension of the word.
2. The definer determines to which existing meaning(s)
the meaning in the definition is similar.
3. The definer decides which of the existing meaning(s)
differ from the meaning in the definition.
4. The definer determines in which category the idea
falls.
5. The definer establishes the idea-as-determined in
rough form.

Phase IV: Formulation
1. The definer determines which standard paraphrasing
for formulating the definition is suitable.
2. Analogously to the standard paraphrasing the definer
formulates the definition.
3. The definer reformulates the definition in ordinary
language.

Phase V: Justification

1. The definer finds out which criticisms to the definition
could be raised.
2. The definer finds out with which arguments the defi-
nition can be supported.
3. The definer judges the argumentation.
4. The definer writes out his justification and presents it
together with the definition and a proposition to accept
the definition.

Table 1.1: Viskil’s ideal model for setting up a definition (Viskil, 1994).

1.4 Concept explication

So far we have only talked about definitions from a mainly theoretical point of view
in which a self-consistent account of the speech act of defining is set up. The need for
definitions, however, most often comes from actual situations in which clarification is
needed. In our case for example we have the problem of which objects we should call
“planets”. Hence we have a situation in which the previous concept of “planet” does not
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Stipulative definition Real definition

I hereby define the word W stipulatively
as M.

I hereby really define (make a real defini-
tion) the thing Z to be XY.

Word W means M. This is my stipulative
definition of W.

The thing Z is XY. This is my real defi-
nition of Z.

I hereby establish the meaning of word W
as M, with the purpose of clarifying the
meaning I give to W (in this context).

I hereby describe the thing Z (as a univer-
sal) as XY, with the purpose of enabling
the listener to identify the particulars of
Z.

Word W means M. This is an establish-
ment of the meaning of W, with the pur-
pose of clarifying the meaning I give to W
(in this context).

The thing Z is XY. This is a description
of Z (as a universal), with the purpose of
enabling the listener to identify the par-
ticulars of Z.

Table 1.2: Standard paraphrasings of the speech acts ‘stipulative’- and ‘real definition’

seem adequately clear any longer (we will explain why in more detail in chapter 2). This
is why the search for an acceptable meaning of “planet” was started by the IAU. The
search for the ‘true’ meaning of a concept is what we call concept explication in following
Kuipers (2007). In evaluating the scientific content and merit of the definitions — as
opposed to the lingual issues related to the structure of the definitions as discussed above
— this idea might prove useful, as we currently have no theoretical framework for doing
so at all. If we were to leave things at the current state we might wind up being forced
to conclude the “planet” definitions to be perfectly successful speech acts, without being
able to conclude anything about the actual definiens, which in the end is what most
people are likely to be most interested in.

Concept explication, according to Kuipers, is one of the foremost activities in (phi-
losophy of) science, although usually an implicit one:

Although the term ‘explication’ is not often used by philosophers, it is clear
that when they discuss the meaning of concepts and propose or report spe-
cific definitions, characterizations, models, theories, accounts, conceptions,
(rational) reconstructions or formalizations of them, they are practicing con-
cept explication in a more or less explicit and rigorous way (Kuipers, 2007,
our emphasis).

So according to Kuipers definition can be seen as a form of explication and hence we can
indeed use the evaluative methods of concept explication to evaluate the contents of our
definitions. Note that we are not talking about definition as a process here, but rather
about the definition as a product. Although concept explication is an active process its
actual results are more important than the process by which this happens. We are here
not so much interested in explication as a speech act, nor more generally in terms of its
procedure, but rather as a far more general activity of finding meanings in whichever
way works best. Kuipers actually does on occasion emphasize that concept explication
must be seen as an activity, but we think that this is largely due to the fact that he sees
explication not as merely the basic process of putting forward one meaning, but as the
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several iterations of refinement that follow this initial explication. We, however, will not
follow this entire process and shall therefore only be concerned with a single product
of explication and the methods of evaluating this product (in Kuipers’ full explication
process these evaluations are used to refine the explication in the next iteration).

Concept explication starts from an informal, intuitive concept called the explicandum
(cf. definiendum) for which we then set out to define a more explicit concept called the
explicatum. In our case the explicandum is “planet” and the explicata are the definientia
we will study later on. A good explicatum should satisfy as many of the following four
desiderata (highly desirable properties) as possible: precision, fruitfulness, simplicity
and similarity to the explicandum. Similarity can be evaluated by two kinds of criteria:

1. The explicatum should apply to evident, undisputed (types of) examples of the
informal concept and it should not apply to evident, undisputed (types of) non-
examples.

2. The explicatum should fulfil (other) conditions of adequacy that have been derived
from the informal concept, and occasionally it should violate conditions of inade-
quacy. Evident (non-)examples may be generalizable to a condition of (in)adequacy
(Kuipers, 2007).

The other three desiderata are to be evaluated more qualitatively. First you must be
exactly as precise as necessary, which means you should neither be too precise, nor too
vague, considering the circumstances in which the explication is needed. Other relevant
aspects of precision that should be taken into account are that “the explicatum should
neither lead to inconsistent nor to trivial conclusions” and that the phrasing is clear and
unambiguous. Next an explicatum should be fruitful to the context in which it will be
used. This happens e.g. when it “throws new light on the problems that motivated the
explication”, when it provides for a more coherent picture of the context than before the
explication or when it leads to unintended, extra successes. Lastly it seems prudent for
any explication to remain as simple as possible while also getting the most out of the
other desiderata. A proper balance must ever be sought for in trying to satisfy these
sometimes conflicting desiderata. This can be quite a challenge though.

As we shall see in chapter 2 there are several parties or groups in society for which
a definition of “planets” is relevant to some degree. These different parties obviously
include scientists (astronomers in general and planetary scientists specifically), but also
the educational field (schools of course, but one could also count writers of encyclope-
dias among this group) and the part of the general public that is simply interested in
astronomy (part of whom are a source of funding for astronomical research). Every party
has its own opinion on the form and contents of a definition of “planets”. The general
public for instance might presumably prefer a simple or intuitive definition. The simpler
the definition, however, the higher the chance for ambivalence or exotic cases that do
not fit the definition; in other words the higher the chance that scientists are unable
to properly use it in precise scientific research. On the other hand, if the definition is
so precise that no layman can understand it then astronomers will alienate the general
public from what is historically a field of great public interest.

These considerations briefly illustrate that there are several types of arguments to
consider when evaluating the discussion on which definition of “planets” is the best; we
cannot only consider the scientific arguments. We will use this idea later on to find
the most effective categorization of arguments for and against the different positions
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in the debate (as we will see, there is one position that explicitly refuses to propose a
definition).

Above the basic concepts needed for evaluating explications and thus the contents
of our definitions are described. According to these we can judge evaluations by their
maximization of precision, fruitfulness, simplicity and similarity to the explicandum.
However there are two more useful ideas from Kuipers (2007) that we will mention here.
The first is a possible form of conditions of (in)adequacy that is specifically suited for
physical problems like our own:

It is important to note that conditions of adequacy for concept explication
in general may be of a formal or an empirical nature, resulting from previous
meaning analysis or from previous empirical analysis, respectively [Hempel,
1952]. An example that combines both kinds of conditions is Einstein’s
explication of simultaneity of events at a distance. It was guided by the need
to obey the empirical law of the constancy of the velocity of light in all frames
of reference [...] (Kuipers, 2007, his reference (Hempel))

We can possibly use this idea to define proper empirical conditions of adequacy for our
definitions, analogously to the one of Einstein that Kuipers describes.

Secondly Kuipers provides us with a very useful definition of strictly better. We may
be able to use this to literally answer the question of which definition of “planet” is the
best, at least as far as its conceptual content goes. The definition goes as follows:

Definition. E2 is a strictly better explication of a concept than E1 if and
only if:

1. E2 satisfies the general desiderata (precision, fruitfulness and simplicity)
at least as well as E1

2. E1 and E2 share all questioned (i.e. non-evident) examples and condi-
tions of adequacy

3. E2 covers all evident examples covered by E1

4. E2 fulfils all conditions of adequacy fulfilled by E1

5. E2 covers some more evident examples and/or fulfils some more condi-
tions of adequacy

If we have a clear overview of the degree to which the definitions fulfil the evaluative
criteria, this idea of ‘better’ is very easily measurable and because of this we will indeed
try to use this definition of ‘better’ to judge the definitions of “planet”.

We have now set up our toolset for handling the definitions of “planet” that we will
explore in the next chapter. Using these theories from Robinson (1972), Viskil (1994)
and Kuipers (2007) we can classify the definitions (Robinson & Viskil) and evaluate
them structurally (Viskil), argumentatively (Viskil) and conceptually (Kuipers). This
will be the subject of chapter 3, but first we need to find out what we need to evaluate.
We need to find out exactly what the debate was about.
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CHAPTER 2

THE “PLANET” DEFINITION DEBATE

In this chapter we will take a dive into the enormous amount of material about the
debate available online and in the official GA 2006 newspaper. We will try to set up
a coherent picture of the debate, the main points of view and the arguments for and
against them. We must note, however, that it is impossible to include everything;
thousands of weblogs, online fora and other websites have written on the subject, a lot
of them obviously containing identical information. Nonetheless we are quite sure that
our selection of sources is diverse enough for most of the debate’s aspects to come to
light.

2.1 Events leading to the definition

One of the end results of the discussion by the IAU has been covered by the media
extensively (at least compared to other astronomical news): the “demotion” of Pluto
from its former full-fledged planetary status to its current status as a dwarf planet. But
Pluto’s status, tragic as it may seem, was only secondary to the discussion, in that
actually a whole, newly emerging class of Pluto-like objects was the cause of the debate.
Let us draw a quick sketch of what actually happened before and at the 2006 GA to
understand how things turned out the way they did. We will set up a detailed account
of all the arguments in favor and against the different points of view later on.

In March 2004 (Williams et al., 2007), more than two years ahead of the GA, a
working group on “Definition of Planet” was set up by the IAU with the task of finding
a proper definition that separated minor planets from major planets (Grygar and Lála,
2006a, “IAU Planet Definition Committee”, page 4). This seemed necessary because in
recent years trans-neptunian objects1 (TNOs) had been found that strongly resembled
Pluto. Normally TNOs were classified as minor planets. Almost all minor planets are
small rocky or icy objects like asteroids and comets, and this is what all TNOs up to the
discovery of the new Pluto-like objects indeed were like. These new large TNOs were
somewhat of an exception in the minor planet class of objects. They were not the only

1TNOs are objects orbiting beyond Neptune’s orbit, i.e. further from the sun than Neptune. The
majority of these TNOs are asteroids and comets, but the one notable exception was Pluto as the only
planet. In figure 2.1 two TNO orbits are illustrated.
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exception, because Ceres, a largish (about 2.5 times smaller than Pluto), round object in
the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter (i.e. closer to the sun than Neptune, so it is
not a TNO; see figures 2.1 and 2.2), was already known for about two hundred years and
indeed seemed quite similar to the new large TNOs. Unlike most minor planets these
new objects closely resembled Pluto in that they had similar sizes (one was even found
to be larger) and also similar orbital properties. The latter of these two properties they
hold in common with asteroids and comets, but strongly distinguishes them from the
larger planets, while the former clearly distinguishes them from asteroids and comets
(see again figures 2.1 and 2.2).

Figure 2.1: Illustration of TNO orbits. Any object that resides outside of Neptune’s
orbit for the largest part of its orbit is a TNO. Hence we can see that Pluto and Eris
(one of the newly found large Pluto-like objects; in fact Eris is slightly larger than Pluto)
are TNOs. Also note the inclination of the TNO orbits with respect to the ecliptic plane
(cf. Neptune’s orbit which lies almost perfectly in the ecliptic plane and the two straight
lines that define the ecliptic plane). Far inside Neptune’s orbit we see Ceres which also
has a slightly inclined orbit (see also figure 2.2). It is clear, however, that Ceres is not a
TNO. Image produced using gnuplot with orbital data from Wikipedia (retrieved Feb
8 2009, see references there).

Pluto differs from the other 8 planets2 in that it has an elliptical orbit instead of
an approximately circular one (although Mercury has quite an elliptical orbit as well,
but not as much as Pluto). Another difference is that its orbit does not lie in the same
plane (the so-called ecliptic plane; the 8 other planets all roughly rotate within this
same plane) as the other planets. Because of this (and of course its small size), in the
astronomical community, Pluto has always been seen as a somewhat strange planet. The
discovery of the several aforementioned objects that share these properties thus lead the
IAU to believe that it might be time to reconsider how to classify these objects. Should

2Here we still use the terminology of that time, i.e. that there were 9 planets: Mercury, Venus, Earth,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto (in increasing order of distance from the sun).
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of Ceres’ orbit that lies in the asteroid belt between the orbits
of Jupiter and Mars (both in the figure). Under this angle of view the inclination of
Ceres’ orbit with respect to the other orbits (and hence the ecliptic plane in which they
approximately lie) is immediately apparent. Image produced using gnuplot with orbital
data from Wikipedia (retrieved Feb 8 2009, see references there).

the newly found objects be called planets as well or should Pluto and its siblings, of
which many more might be found, be given a new name?

The working group was formed from IAU Division III3 members who normally deal
with planetary systems sciences. This group did not have much trouble coming up with
some possible definitions (Williams and Bell, 2006). What it did have trouble with was
integrating historical and cultural considerations, especially about what was to happen
to Pluto.

So a new, smaller committee was set up with the task of including these broader
aspects and formulating a proposal for a definition as a resolution to be put up for vote
before the GA (Grygar and Lála, 2006a, “IAU Planet Definition Committee”, page 4).
Some of the members of this new committee had backgrounds in history and popular
science and most were planetary astronomers. The working group had recommended
some possibilities for basing a definition on and three of these were quickly agreed upon
by the committee to be the most promising ones, or even the only viable ones. These
were the following:

• Planets are objects with enough mass to have contracted into a (nearly) round
shape by their own gravity. The technical term for the ensuing stable state of
the object as produced by the balancing of the internal pressure of the matter by
gravity’s inward pull is “hydrostatic equilibrium”. For a planet, this stable state
is a spherical form, but it could in theory be different if the pressure and gravity
forces are balanced in a different way. The water in a filled bathtub for instance is
in hydrostatic equilibrium if the surface is flat; gravity, pulling the water down, is
then balanced by the internal pressure of the water, keeping it from compressing
any further. This criterion we can call a geophysical criterion, as it is based on
geophysical (body-internal) properties.

• Planets are objects that have sufficient mass to clear their orbital zones of other
objects within a small fraction of the planetary system’s lifetime. Clearing the
orbital zone can be done by either sweeping up other objects, so they become part
of the planet itself (this is actually one of the evolutionary processes by which
planets grow from small planetesimals to full planets), or by using its gravity to

3URL: http://www.ss.astro.umd.edu/IAU/div3/
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disturb the orbit of the smaller object in such a way that it is swung from the
planet’s orbit.4 This is a dynamical criterion for planethood, because it revolves
around the dynamical properties of the objects in the system as a whole.

• Planets are celestial objects that either by continued or newly initiated tradition
are called planets. In short: “planet” is a culturally defined term. There is in
other words no need to formally define the word stipulatively.

These suggestions from the working group were appended with the recognition of the
Pluto-like TNOs’ special status and the proposition to create a new category for these
objects. As mentioned, though, they could not decide on how to do this while keeping
in mind the public repercussions it might have. The commission set to work with these
recommendations, but the results were deliberately kept quiet by the IAU Executive
Committee (EC), because of the public uproar it might have caused (Williams et al.,
2007).

On August 16 at the GA in Prague the resulting resolution “Definition of a Planet”
was finally published (Grygar and Lála, 2006a, page 5) and the trouble began. As it
turned out the committee had chosen to take the ”roundness criterion” as the primary
defining property of a planet. This meant that Pluto as well as some of the newly
discovered TNOs and Ceres would become planets, increasing the number of planets to
at least 12 at the time. But because it was to be expected that in the near future a
lot more of these large, round TNOs would be discovered this number would quickly
rise. However, a recommendation was added to use the newly introduced subcategory
of “dwarf planets” for these smaller objects. Pluto would be called a “dwarf planet”, as
well as the new large TNOs and Ceres. In this proposal a “dwarf planet”, as one would
logically assume on the basis of its semantic form, would still have been a “planet”
though, something that would no longer be the case after the voting 8 days later. Also a
further subcategory of “plutons” was proposed, consisting of only Pluto and Pluto-like
TNOs, i.e. all “dwarf planets” except for Ceres. The name was chosen in “honor” of
Pluto’s special status as the first to be discovered of this class of objects. All this was
received with considerable skepticism by a large group of astronomers (Fischer, 2006a).
In part this might have been caused by the way the EC introduced the resolution by
immediately releasing it to the press (although under embargo, but this was ignored
by a Czech newspaper that immediately published it (Fischer, 2006b)) instead of first
discussing it with the astronomers (Williams et al., 2007).

A debate session hosted by Division III, consisting largely of planetary scientists,
was planned two days later at which the resolution was to be discussed. Here the first
proposal was defeated in a vote by about 60% in favor of a new definition proposal
centered around the “orbital clearance criterion” (Fischer, 2006c). A key objection to
the first resolution was that it would have been too difficult to explain to the public why
the physical state of an object is its most important property as opposed to its role in
the system. The number of planets under this new criterion of “orbital clearance” would
be reduced to eight and Pluto, Ceres and the large TNOs would no longer be called
planets.

4This process of swinging an object by using a large body’s gravity is called a “gravity assist” or
“gravitational slingshot” and is also frequently used to swing spacecraft towards certain planets. Using
a planet’s gravity the spacecraft can actually be accelerated, thus reducing the need for fuel. Of course
very precise calculations are necessary to get the aim just right; there is a lot of space to get lost in if a
slingshot fails.
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On the basis of both this debate and a lot of comments and suggestions that were
published online (Batten et al., 2006), a new resolution was presented on August 22
(Grygar and Lála, 2006b). This resolution was intended as a compromise between the
two prominent criteria: “orbital clearance” and “roundness”. Both criteria were included
in the new definition proposal for “planet”. A second definition was proposed for “dwarf
planet” as a “round” object that had not cleared its orbit. Thirdly all other objects that
did not satisfy these two criteria would be named “small solar system objects”.

This was not all that would be put up to vote. The EC had basically extracted the
controversial parts from the first definition (“roundness” as being the prime criterion
and the proposal for the new category of Pluto-like TNOs) and put them in different
resolutions that could be voted on separately (Fischer, 2006d). The next resolution
hence proposed to add the word “classical” before “planet”, which would have made
“planet” itself an umbrella term encompassing both “classical” and “dwarf planets”.
This, however, would then again have made “planets” equal in extent to in the original
definition; Pluto and the other “dwarf planets” would again be “planets” and “dwarf
planet” would simply be a subcategory, just as in the original resolution. Two further
resolutions were added to deal with the proposed new subcategory of “plutons”; the
first was to instate the category an sich, whereas the second was to give it a new name:
“plutonian objects”. If the second resolution would not pass an IAU committee would
be set up to come up with a new name.

Heated discussion on the 22th (IAU-GA-video, 2006a), in a debate session open to
everyone present at the GA, led to some minor amendments (Grygar and Lála, 2006c,
“Closing Session of the XXVIth IAU General Assembly”, pg. 1) but left the basic
idea of the resolutions intact. Thus on the 24th, at the GA’s closing session, these
resolutions were put to vote. First, the resolution on the basic categories passed by
a large (uncounted) majority of votes. From that moment on Pluto was no longer a
“planet” but a “dwarf planet”. This could have immediately been undone by voting for
the next resolution, which would have turned “planet” into an umbrella term, but this
resolution was rejected by again a large majority. The third resolution, on the Pluto-like
category, was passed by a majority of about 60%, instating the category, but the last
resolution that would have named it was rejected by 50.4% of the votes, thus leaving it
to a later commission to name the category.

Recently, the IAU finished the job by naming the Pluto-like objects “plutoids” (IAU,
2008). The story did not end at this point though and still the debate rages on, al-
though slightly less heatedly. Over the past two years a lot of material has been posted
on websites and in magazines, containing arguments for and against the different pos-
sible definitions. In the next sections we collect this material and try to form a solid
representation of the main views on the subject.

To summarize we give an overview of the current official (i.e. as defined by the IAU)
status of definitions on solar system objects in figure 2.3.

2.2 The main camps

In the aftermath of the IAU’s decision and the media hype surrounding it, three main
camps of astronomers and other well informed interested people can still be discerned
holding to opposing views of how “planet” should be defined. Unfortunately for us the
boundaries are a bit blurred and most of the participants to the discussion do not see
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Figure 2.3: Current official IAU definitions of solar system objects. Image produced
using inkscape.

themselves as part of one or another camp. Therefore we will stress that the designations
we ourselves apply to the participants as belonging to one or the other camp is merely
based on the arguments they put forward and which we subsequently judge as intended
to support a certain camp’s point of view.

The main camps we discern are centered around the three main properties found by
the IAU working group. In the post-GA discussions, two camps were colloquially named
after the basic physical field from which their argument stems, whereas one has not
really been given a name. The third one below we will therefore name ourselves. These
names that we will from now on use to refer to the different views are the following:

1. “Dynamicists”: argue for the dynamical (orbital clearance) criterion. This also
includes arguments based on planetary formation and evolution as we will later
explain. Current official IAU definition.

2. “Geophysicists”: argue for the roundness (hydrodynamic equilibrium) criterion.

3. “Anarchists”: argue for not trying to find an official definition for “planet” at all.
This includes people arguing for a historically or otherwise culturally determined
definition and agnostics who explicitly refuse any definition.

The first two have claimed most of the media attention after the GA, the reasons
of which we can guess at. It might have been because of the fact that they actually
provide a clear answer to the question of how to define a planet, whereas the third camp
does not. Another reason could be that the first camp represents the actual passed IAU
resolution, whereas the second camp can be seen as the people supporting the original
IAU proposal. The media portray them as the two parties warring over which physical
criterion should take prevalence, but in fact there is a third, relatively quiet camp that
disagrees with both the dynamicists and the geophysicists, and that is the camp I call
the anarchists (no negative connotation implied). They feel that defining categories for
celestial objects has had a pretty smooth history so far and thus see no need at all to
formally define a term for them. They oppose any definition by an official body like the
IAU and propose to keep everything as it is, which would leave everyone free to define
the objects orbiting our sun and other stars as they see fit. More specifically a large
part of this camp says that the proposed definitions should not be accepted and that
we should simply let fate and history decide how we will be calling things. The latter
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wording is that of a historicist point of view that is especially strongly argued for by
some (e.g. Leo Blitz in Batten et al. (2006)).

Note that this is not an exhaustive list of possible views. For completeness’ sake we
list a few definitions that propose more or less arbitrary cut-offs in certain parameters.
For instance, a criterion could be based on the size of an object, either by dimension
(radius, surface area or volume) or by mass. However this is probably too simplistic
in that it does not rely on any physical process that has taken or is taking place and
therefore proposals for this kind of criterion are scarce.

Another, more practical possibility is that of defining a “planet” as an object having
at least a certain arbitrary brightness. This is what David J. Tholen (Batten et al., 2006,
2nd “Planet definition”) proposes. It is practical because observers of celestial objects
depend on the objects to have a certain brightness if their telescopes are to detect them;
it is in fact one of the foremost observable quantities in astronomy. On the other hand,
though, it is an odd criterion from a physical point of view, because what you would be
measuring is actually the albedo5 of the surface of the object. This does not necessarily
say anything at all about the object’s intrinsic properties; a hypothetical asteroid coated
with some perfectly mirroring substance (some metal for instance) might under this
definition be classified as a planet, where evidently it shares no intrinsic properties with
planet-like objects.

Yet another possible definition is proposed by Craig Heinke (Batten et al., 2006, 3rd
“Planet definition”). He proposes a definition of a “planet” to be “an object having
a substantial atmosphere”. This is thus based on intrinsic properties of the objects
(atmospheres are bound to their planets and therefore we consider them part of the
object) but does not lead to hundreds of objects becoming planets (a slippery slope that
some like Heinke would rather avoid) like with the roundness criterion. However, an
arbitrary cut-off is needed in defining “substantial”. He suggests a pressure of about 1%
of the Earth’s atmosphere to be the lower limit.

Possibly we overlooked even more proposals with other arbitrary cut-offs or proposals
actually based on intrinsic physical properties. We will, however, only further consider
the three main camps for a number of reasons, the main reason being that there only
seem to be a small number of proponents of these other alternative definitions. Another
more practical reason is that there is a relatively large amount of material available on
the three main camps’ points of view. A final reason is the feeling that the three camps
thus discerned constitute the majority of held views among astronomers and other well
informed people, a feeling confirmed by Fischer (2006c).

Because the anarchist camp does not propose an actual definition we can only list
their arguments against putting forward any definition. We will therefore only use the
guidelines from chapter 1 for evaluating (in chapter 3) the dynamical and geophysical
definitions that we will present in section 2.3. We can, however, evaluate the argumen-
tation put forward by the anarchist camp and compare it to the argumentations in favor
of adopting the dynamical or geophysical definition. Before doing so we first need to
collect all the arguments we can find to make every case as strong as possible.6 The
arguments we found will be presented in section 2.4.

5Albedo: the degree with which an object diffusely reflects the light from other sources, in our case
mainly the sun. The lower the albedo, the less light it reflects (the more it absorbs).

6A consequence of adhering to Govier’s principle of moderate charity (Govier, 1987).
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2.3 Dynamical and geophysical definitions

First we present the dynamical definition, as that is currently in use (i.e. according to
the IAU). There are actually a few possibilities to choose from because “orbital clear-
ance” needs a definition with an arbitrary cut-off or a physical basis for it to be useful.
This is because in reality no planet exists that has completely cleared its orbit; if the
Earth had cleared its orbit we would never have seen any meteors light up our skies.
Some opponents of the dynamical definition have actually used this fact as an argu-
ment against the definition. However, Soter (2006) offers a usable definition of “orbital
clearance” that is based on planetary evolution and dynamical dominance, which largely
dismisses this argument. An object is dynamically dominant if its gravitational influence
on surrounding objects is far greater than the influence of the surrounding objects on the
dominant object, which is the case if the dominant object is far more massive than the
surrounding ones.7 The term “dominance” thus allows for smaller objects to be present
in the planet’s orbit as long as they are are dynamically dominated. Planetary evolution
is also explicitly included in his definition, because, according to current theory, planets
are formed by accretion of smaller objects followed by runaway accretion.8 This clears
the neighbourhood and hence this evolutionary process leads to the same situation as
in the dynamical definition according to Gonzalo Tancredi (Batten et al., 2006, “New
proposal for Resolution 5: The definition of a planet”).

Interpreting the dynamical definition in this evolutionary way makes for the strongest
case for the dynamicists, but also automatically implies roundness because all the objects
that have thus evolved are large enough to become round under their own gravity. This
makes the IAU compromise of including both “clearance” and “roundness” seem a little
less fair, because “roundness” does not really add anything to the definition and so one
could argue that in fact no compromise is made, but rather that it is purely a dynamical
definition. We will indeed interpret the situation as such, although it must be mentioned
that the Soter interpretation of “clearance” is not the only possible one (although it is
the strongest one present in the debate) and that therefore the IAU compromise might
be useful in other interpretations.

The basis of the dynamical definition we will take to be IAU GA 2006 Resolution
B5 titled “Definition of a Planet in the Solar System” (IAU, 2006), as given below in
definition 1. Note that this is the exact wording used by the IAU. We will further
discuss the details of this definition when we discuss the arguments for and against
it. One notable detail is that this definition was set up specifically for planets in our

7Every body that has mass attracts other bodies by the force of gravity. This holds for even the
smallest bodies, like atoms and molecules. However, gravity is the weakest of the four fundamental
forces in nature and therefore great amounts of mass are needed for the gravitational pull to become
significant. The Earth for example exerts a gravitational pull on the sun, but because of its far smaller
mass the sun barely notices this. To measure the tiny movements caused by the Earth’s pull you would
need very precise measurements (not to mention the complexities introduced by the fact that not only
the Earth but also all the other planets exert similar forces, some larger, some smaller than that of the
Earth, and all in different directions, depending on where they are in their orbits).

8First, clumps of dust that stick together keep growing by random accretion. At a certain point,
however, the clumps become large enough for gravitation to start playing a role; from this point on
they are called planetesimals. These planetesimals attract each other by gravity and thus grow even
faster than by random accretion alone. Also, because of their increasing sizes, they accrete more and
more matter by random collisions. The accretion thus goes faster and faster when the clumps become
planetesimals; this is what we call runaway accretion.
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solar system only. As we will see this is seen by some as a shortcoming of which the
geophysical definition does not suffer. One seemingly new concept used in this definition
is ‘overcoming rigid body forces’; this is, however, again simply the process by which
hydrostatic equilibrium is attained (gravity overcoming the internal body pressures which
are rigid body forces in the case of solid bodies like those made of rock or ices; the ‘forces’
of a solid piece of rock or ice or whatever that resist the reshaping of the planet, that in
other words would keep it intact if gravity was not there). Note that in this definition a
“dwarf planet” is not a “planet”, i.e. they are separate types of objects, whereas in the
geophysical definition “dwarf planets” are a subclass of “planets”.

Definition 1 Dynamical definitions of “planets”, “dwarf planets” and “small solar sys-
tem bodies” in the Solar System (N.B.: footnotes are part of the definition as set up by
the IAU)
Planets and other bodies, except satellites, in our Solar System are defined into three
distinct categories in the following way:

1. A planeta is a celestial body that

(a) is in orbit around the Sun,

(b) has sufficient mass for its self-gravity to overcome rigid body forces so that it
assumes a hydrostatic equilibrium (nearly round) shape, and

(c) has cleared the neighbourhood around its orbit.

2. A “dwarf planet” is a celestial body that

(a) is in orbit around the Sun,

(b) has sufficient mass for its self-gravity to overcome rigid body forces so that it
assumes a hydrostatic equilibrium (nearly round) shapeb,

(c) has not cleared the neighbourhood around its orbit, and

(d) is not a satellite.

3. All other objectsc,except satellites, orbiting the Sun shall be referred to collectively
as “Small Solar System Bodies”.

aThe eight planets are: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
bAn IAU process will be established to assign borderline objects to the dwarf planet or to another

category.
cThese currently include most of the Solar System asteroids, most Trans-Neptunian Objects

(TNOs),comets, and other small bodies.

Next we give the geophysical definition. For this we will use the first proposed
resolution of August 16 (Grygar and Lála, 2006a), excluding the parts about the Pluto-
like subclass, which actually is something everyone agreed on in the end (except for the
name). It is given in definition 2. A term used in this definition that might not be
familiar is ‘barycentre’, which is the center of mass of two objects. This point in space
is the weighted mean position of two (or more) bodies, where the mean is weighted by
the masses of the objects, i.e. the average position is not per se exactly in between, as
we would have for a normal mean position, but is closer to the most massive body. If
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the mass of object A is very large compared to that of object B then the barycenter
might get so close to object A that it actually lies within the object. The geophysical
definition implicitly defines “dwarf planets” to be a subclass of “planets”, i.e. all “dwarf
planets” are “planets”, whereas in the dynamical definition they were not.

Definition 2 Geophysical Definition of a Planet (again footnotes are part of the defini-
tion as it was phrased in the first proposed resolution)
Planets and other Solar System bodies are defined in the following way:

1. A planet is a celestial body that (a) has sufficient mass for its self-gravity to
overcome rigid body forces so that it assumes a hydrostatic equilibrium (nearly
round) shapea, and (b) is in orbit around a star, and is neither a star nor a
satellite of a planet.b

2. We distinguish between the eight classical planets discovered before 1900, which
move in nearly circular orbits close to the ecliptic plane, and other planetary objects
in orbit around the Sun. All of these other objects are smaller than Mercury. We
recognize that Ceres is a planet by the above scientific definition. For historical
reasons, one may choose to distinguish Ceres from the classical planets by referring
to it as a “dwarf planet”c.

3. All non-planet objects orbiting the Sun shall be referred to collectively as “Small
Solar System Bodies”d.

aThis generally applies to objects with mass above 5∗1020 kg and diameter greater than 800 km. An
IAU process will be established to evaluate planet candidates near this boundary.

bFor two or more objects comprising a multiple object system, the primary object is designated a
planet if it independently satisfies the conditions above. A secondary object satisfying these conditions
is also designated a planet if the system barycentre resides outside the primary. Secondary objects not
satisfying these criteria are “satellites”. Under this definition, Plutos companion Charon is a planet,
making Pluto-Charon a double planet.

cIf Pallas, Vesta, and/or Hygeia are found to be in hydrostatic equilibrium, they are also planets,
and may be referred to as “dwarf planets”.

dThis class currently includes most of the Solar System asteroids, near-Earth objects (NEOs), Mars-,
Jupiter- and Neptune-Trojan asteroids, most Centaurs, most Trans-Neptunian Objects (TNOs), and
comets. In the new nomenclature the concept “minor planet” is not used.

A quick first look at these two definitions tells us that there are two main differences
between them (apart from the wording used, structure, etc.). The first is the question
of whether we should define names for objects around any star or only for those around
our own sun. The former is the approach of geophysical definition 2, while dynamical
definition 1 only considers the solar system. This question, although an important point
of discussion as we will see later, is independent of the two main criteria that we identified
and which are taken to be more essential. These obviously make up the second main
difference; the purely geophysical criterion of definition 2 versus definition 1 that both
mentions the dynamical and the geophysical criterion (even though roundness is already
implied by orbital clearance, which makes the geophysical criterion redundant in this
definition).
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2.4 Argumentation

Finally we present the arguments voiced for and against the views held by the three dif-
ferent camps. Because of the large amount of arguments we thought it best to find some
kind of classificatory scheme with which we can best clarify the different considerations
involved in the debate. We have found the following.

Primarily there is the question to which debate they belong: the ‘dynamical versus
geophysical’ debate or the ‘definition versus anarchy’ debate. Most arguments were in
the former category, but we have also managed to collect some for the latter, which is
fortunate because the latter’s outcome determines in a sense whether or not the former
debate is at all relevant (it is less relevant if the argument for anarchy is strongest). In
the dynamical versus geophysical debate there is also the side issue of whether we should
include objects around other stars instead of only those in our solar system. However,
this discussion cannot at this time be separated from the dynamical versus geophysical
one: with the current state of (telescope) technology it is impossible to observe the total
dynamical situation of another planetary system and hence for all practical purposes
the dynamical definition can only be used in our own system at the moment. Since the
only other main candidate in the discussion does include exoplanets we can take any
argument for inclusion of exoplanets to be one for the geophysical one and conversely
one against inclusion as one for the dynamical one. Note that this might have been
different if we had included other definitions that allow exoplanets; then we would have
had to separate the discussions.

Secondarily we can look at the actual content of the arguments. As shortly com-
mented on in section 1.4, there are different parties to whom a definition of “planet” is
relevant. The three most important of these appear to be the scientific (astronomical,
geophysical, etc.) community, the educational field and the general public at large. These
groups have different opinions on which explicatory desiderata are most important; for
science precision and fruitfulness are primary, while for the other two groups simplicity
and similarity to intuition play an important role as well. It seems that in the minds of
the debaters a general division in two parties (experts and laymen) was present and most
arguments seem either scientifically oriented or educationally/communicatively. There
is, however, a third category of arguments on this level of content and that is the political
category of arguments; some considerations are based only on the politics of the entire
process.

Because the majority of arguments are scientifically oriented we can apply two further
subdivisions in this category: one of theoretical versus observational/practical arguments
and one of ontological versus functional arguments. The first two categories correspond
to a classical subdivision that is made throughout astronomy, that of theoretical as-
tronomy in which models of the universe and its contents are built versus observational
astronomy that actually uses telescopes and processes data to find out what the universe
contains. Obviously these two sides of the coin are complementary and most astronomers
do not constrain themselves to merely one of the two sides, but some do have a clear
preference for one of the two approaches and indeed in the arguments in this discussion
we can often discern from which of these two sides the argument stems. An ontological
argument is based on some arguer’s idea of the essential properties of planets, whereas
functional arguments focus on how “planet” will or should be used, i.e. what the term’s
function will or should be, and what that means for how it should be defined. Note that
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the latter is not about functionality in physical reality, e.g. the function of a planet in
a solar system; those kinds of arguments we also classify as ontological, because they
always argue that such physical functions are essential to planets.

The arguments we list are our own rephrasings (except for the parts between quota-
tion marks) where sometimes we have cut up original arguments into their constituent
sub-arguments, while preserving the intention of the arguments. Most arguments are
relatively simple, i.e. they do not have elaborate underlying argumentation schemes. It
is therefore unnecessary to explicitly set up argumentation schemes for each argument.
Also, because the arguments will be evaluated in the next section, we will keep general
analysis of the arguments to a minimum here.

2.4.1 Definition versus anarchy

In this discussion the above categories are less useful, as the amount of arguments is over-
seeable without specific subclassification. We will therefore comment on the arguments
more loosely in this subsection.

For definition, against anarchy The IAU itself has included a short motivational
introduction in the text of the definitions. This text, as printed in the final resolution
as passed in voting during the GA, reads as follows:

Contemporary observations are changing our understanding of planetary sys-
tems, and it is important that our nomenclature for objects reflect our cur-
rent understanding. This applies, in particular, to the designation “planets”.
The word “planet” originally described “wanderers” that were known only
as moving lights in the sky. Recent discoveries lead us to create a new def-
inition, which we can make using currently available scientific information
(IAU, 2006).

This was the first argument for defining “planets” and therefore in some way the start
of the entire discussion. It can be rewritten slightly more explicitly:

Argument 1. A redefinition of solar system objects, including “planets”, is needed
because recent observations have revealed that the solar system is richer in types of objects
than previously thought and nomenclature should reflect current understanding.

It seems that most participants to the discussion believed this argument to be quite
decisive (except for the anarchists of course, whom we will discuss shortly) or otherwise
did not bother with the question of whether definition is necessary and skipped right to
the geophysicist versus dynamicist discussion. Either way, we had to dig hard to find
more actual arguments against anarchy and found only two.

Argument 2. The IAU naming committee for solar system objects needs a definition of
“planet” (Fischer, 2006c). The IAU is the official body for naming planets, but obviously
it needs to have a clear view of what to call a planet before deciding whether to name
some new object.

According to this argument the IAU cannot name every object (we would soon run
out of deities, after whom most planets and other large objects are named) and so we
need to find out which objects we will name (planets) and which we will not, for which
we need a definition.
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Argument 3. Our knowledge of the solar system is becoming more and more complicated
and the IAU is responsible for clarifying this to the public (IAU-GA-video, 2006a).

This argument is based on the same fact as the first argument (our increasing knowl-
edge), but motivates the need for definition by a responsibility to the public for clarifica-
tion instead of the more research-oriented idea that nomenclature should reflect current
understanding.

For anarchy, against definition The anarchist camp combines historical, cultural
and pedagogic arguments with the general idea that it is simply unnecessary or even
useless to strictly define “planet” and related terms. The most elaborate and explicit
argument for this camp that we found was by Terry Mahoney in Batten et al. (2006,
“The Planet Conundrum”).9 Arguments 4, 6 and 8 are his. In between are arguments
that are similar to the ones by Mahoney.

Argument 4. “Let the IAU continue to do what it does best”, which is nomenclature
of individual celestial objects.

Argument 5. The IAU made a mistake in defining “planet” in 2006. The IAU’s
historic role was refinement of technical terms in sub-categories, never revisiting the
public lexicon (Villard, 2008c).

The above two are arguments claiming that the IAU should not have extended its
range of activities beyond their traditional ones.

Argument 6. Astronomers classify based on apparent properties, derived from “imper-
fect theory and biased observations”. This leaves classificatory schemes open to frequent
change and often several schemes are used concurrently. On top of this, new types of ob-
jects are still being discovered.10 Defining boundaries between planetary objects in these
circumstances might cause confusion later on when we have a better understanding and
more complete overview of them. We should therefore “leave astronomers and planetary
scientists with the freedom to define their own makeshift categories in order to ensure
the proper debate of opposing ideas and the unobstructed flow of creative thought.”

It might be worthwhile in the evaluation to set up an argumentation scheme for this
somewhat extended argument 6. The basic idea, however, is that we must leave the
scientists in this field alone, as there simply is not enough clarity on the subject of plan-
etary science and defining boundaries now might only serve to muddle the understanding
of the actual physics of the objects. The next argument has a similar gist:

Argument 7. The term “planet” has no scientific or educational value because “the
word alone ‘raises 20 questions’”. We should not get caught up in details or else we
might miss the broader perspective (Villard, 2008c).

9Batten et al. (2006) is an online supplement to the GA newspaper, containing only contributions to
the planet definition debate. The webpage has an index at the top where the titles and authors of each
contribution are linked to the text of that contribution. References to Batten et al. (2006) will therefore
have an added title between parentheses which is the specific contribution that we want to reference.

10Mahoney draws an interesting and instructive parallel with early botanists/zoologists:

“Astronomers today resemble the early botanists and zoologists that accompanied the
European voyages of discovery, each sky survey and interplanetary probe reaping a fresh
harvest of hitherto unknown ‘species’.”
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Argument 8. As an alternative to defining “planet” stipulatively we should conduct a
study of the term’s current usage and set up a lexical definition to be voted on at the
next GA.11

Although less elaborately set up than his previous argument, argument 8 is an actual
alternative to the other two definitions, which shows that the anarchist camp has con-
structive elements as well, i.e. that it does not oppose every form of definition. Another
constructive element can be found in the subcamp that argues for partial anarchy; the
following are arguments for a broad definition of the general term “planet”, but against
defining strict subcategories, so that scientists are free to make them up as they go,
which is again part of what is said in argument 6.

Argument 9. The IAU should keep “planet” as broad as possible (geophysical), but
refrain from defining subcategories; this would free “...communities of scientists involved
[to] use subclasses like giant planet or dwarf planet [and] educators can group Pluto and
Eris with the traditional planets, without interference from the IAU” (Morrison, 2008).

In the above argument, the geophysical definition is taken to be the broadest, most
inclusive definition, but of course there might be some other not yet thought of definition
that is broader and at the same time physically more interesting. It is not an actual
argument for the geophysical definition, however, but really one for the freedom of
subcategorisation, for which the geophysical definition (in its ‘pure’ form, i.e. with
only the roundness criterion) is the best candidate available in the discussion. This
idea is worked out a bit more explicitly by Laskiewicz (2008), who proposes that the
roundness criterion be the prime defining property, but that we should add secondary,
tertiary and quaternary properties, respectively dynamical ‘degree’ (whether the object
is orbiting the star (first degree), a planet (second degree) or even nothing at all (zeroth
degree)), mass and composition. It is, however, unclear whether Laskiewicz means this
subcategorization to fall under the actual strict geophysical definition, or whether he
would prefer anarchy. We cannot therefore take this as an argument for either side, but
it seems worth mentioning nonetheless.

Argument 10. Geologists have no problem with having several systems for naming types
of rocks. It is unnecessary to strictly define “planet” (Keith Noll in Batten et al. (2006,
“Comment for online planet definition debate”)).

This argument does take the idea of free subcategorization to the conclusion of not
defining “planets” at all, which brings us back to full anarchy.

We found four more arguments for anarchy from a more cultural, historical or edu-
cational point of view. These are the following.

Argument 11. Historic/pedagogic argument: “There is something to be said for keeping
to a simple system that everyone, children and laymen, knows and is comfortable with
and is not subject to yearly revision” (Leo Blitz in Batten et al. (2006, “The View from
the Troglodyte’s Telescope”)).

Argument 12. We should keep Pluto a planet because we have been teaching it for over
30 years. This historical artifact can then be used “as a jumping-off point for a more
meaningful discussion of the local universe” (Storrs, 2008).

11Interesting detail: Mahoney literally uses “lexical” which might indicate that he has done his home-
work on the subject of definition.
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In the two above arguments we find the idea that it is confusing to teachers and the
public to change definitions and that we therefore should not. Because of this confusion
people might even ignore the definition altogether:

Argument 13. “Many astronomers and college professors will ignore the Pluto demo-
tion. But elementary and middle school teachers will be flustered as to how to describe
Pluto as a KBO12 to students. It might be best used in teaching students how to ‘question
authority’” (Villard, 2008b). This will harm the reputation of the IAU and astronomers
in general.

To close off this section, a somewhat defeatist argument from Owen Gingerich, chair
of the IAU redefinition committee:

Argument 14. “Planet” is a cultural concept, which will only change “if the broad
public changes the way they use it”, not by IAU definition (Villard, 2008c).

So it is useless, from a cultural perspective, to redefine “planet”. Given the ex-
plicit task of the IAU committee to include cultural considerations in setting up their
definition, this is quite a poignant conclusion.

2.4.2 Dynamical versus geophysical

In this subsection the classification of arguments as described at the beginning of this
section will be used. We give an overview of the arguments and their classifications in
table 2.1.

For dynamical, against geophysical We begin the discussion with the arguments
for the dynamical definition, i.e. the one that was accepted in the end and is now the
official IAU definition. First we have three theoretical and ontological arguments:

Argument 15. Evolution clears the neighbourhood and leads to dynamical dominance
and roundness; this evolution is a process that every planet goes through and hence it
is essential and intrinsic to any planet (Gonzalo Tancredi in Batten et al. (2006, “New
proposal for Resolution 5: The definition of a planet”) and Paul Weissman in Batten
et al. (2006, “Some comments on the new proposed definition of ”planets””)).

The physics of this evolutionary process were discussed earlier (accretion, planetesi-
mals etc.).

Argument 16. Only the large objects that perturb other large bodies’ orbits are plan-
ets; they have significant dynamical influence and are therefore the only objects worth
considering (IAU-GA-video, 2006a, about 7:00-8:05).

Argument 17. In the geophysical definition, dynamics and evolution would play a sec-
ondary role (implicit: they should play a primary role) (anonymous contribution in
Grygar and Lála (2006b, “Discussion on Resolution 5B”)).

12KBO: Kuiper belt object. The Kuiper belt is a belt of mainly asteroids on the outskirts of the solar
system. Pluto also resides in this belt.
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Argument Sc. th. Sc. obs. Sc. onto. Sc. func. Ed./Com. Polit.

15 x x

16 x x

17 x x

18 x x

19 x

20 x x

21 x

22 x

23 x

24 x

25 x x

26 x x x x

27 x x

28 x x

29 x x

30 x x x

31 x x

32 x x x

33 x x

34 x

35 x x

36 x

37 x

38 x x

39 x x

40 x x

41 x

42 x x

43 x x

44 x

45 x

Table 2.1: Overview of the classification of arguments in the dynamicist versus geophysi-
cist debate.
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The first two arguments describe what the dynamicists think are the essential prop-
erties of planets: they are the results of a certain evolutionary process, which leads to
the situation that they are dynamically dominant. The third argument is in fact an
argument against geophysical, instead of for dynamical, but it is based on the same
assumption of essential properties. These arguments are thus clearly ontological. That
they are purely theoretical should also be apparent. In the following two arguments,
however, there is a clear appeal to observational considerations:

Argument 18. Possible exotic cases13 “are explicitly not included, because they are not
yet part of our observed world” (Gonzalo Tancredi in Batten et al. (2006, “New proposal
for Resolution 5: The definition of a planet”)).

Argument 19. It is difficult to determine for smaller objects whether they are rounded
by chance or by overcoming rigid body forces (Grygar and Lála, 2006d, “Dialogue on the
proposed Planet Definition Resolution”, pg. 3).

Argument 18 represents a very cautious view on doing science: if we have not seen
it, why name it? This is obviously an observational argument but also a functional
argument, because it is about how “planet” should be used: not for objects we have not
yet seen. Argument 19 is only observationally motivated; it raises criticism about the
physical relevance of the prime observable of the geophysical definition, roundness. The
last scientific argument from this camp is somewhat tougher to classify.

Argument 20. The solar system is a system, so we cannot look at isolated parts of it
alone (Fischer, 2006d).

This argument explicitly involves a model of the solar system (built up of discrete,
but interconnected objects), which makes it theoretical. However, this model may be so
basic that perhaps it is the framework in which most modern scientific thought about
nature is placed and then we can hardly call it purely theoretical. It would then in fact be
the basis of observation, albeit a theoretical basis. We can call it a theoretical argument,
but since the theory in question lies at the basis of observation in that our brains cut up
our vision and hearing into discrete, sometimes interconnected parts, it does not do this
argument justice to just call it theoretical. Fortunately our classification is only meant
to clear up the discussion and we are not obliged to resolve this issue. We will therefore
consider it no further and classify the argument as theoretical. The argument is also
ontological; it is about the essence of what a planet is, i.e. an integrated part of the
solar system.

Next we have three educational or communicative arguments (at least at first sight):

Argument 21. There would be too many planets for the public to learn and/or under-
stand if we would choose the geophysical definition (Grygar and Lála, 2006b).

Argument 22. Roundness leads to “hundreds of planets, especially if satellites of planets
may also be planets [...] Try naming them all!” (Craig Heinke in Batten et al. (2006,
“Planet definition”))

13Some exotic possibilities for planetary objects are “free floaters”, that do not orbit a star (they could
have been ejected from a stellar system or may even have been formed by themselves, through the same
process by which stars are formed), or binary planets, two planets that rotate closely around each other
and together move on an orbit around a star.
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Argument 23. The public would not understand that only the physical state of a body
is important, and not where it resides (Fischer, 2006c).

Arguments 21 and 22 are both based on the idea that too many planets are unde-
sirable, but they differ in why (respectively too hard to learn and too many to name).
The latter then is not really aimed at the public, but rather at IAU naming committees.
It is, however, not scientific in nature. We could call it a nomenclative argument, or
functional at the level of nomenclature. Because it would be useless to make of this one
argument a separate category we will just put it under educational/communicative as
that class is closest to a nomenclative one. Argument 23 again doubts the capabilities
of the public, but this time in the understanding of why certain aspects of planets may
be more important than others.

Then finally we have found one political argument for the dynamical definition:

Argument 24. The dynamical definition was strongly supported by planetary scientists
at several meetings (Grygar and Lála, 2006b).

This is clearly an argument from authority. It is not purely political in that planetary
scientists will probably have a scientifically well-founded opinion on the matter. However,
in the context of this debate where different planetary scientists support both sides (see
also argument 36) it is uncertain how much confidence can be taken from the judgement
of one of these groups.

For geophysical, against dynamical The geophysicists have produced a few more
arguments, probably in part because of the backup from ‘Pluto for planet’ supporters.
We start again with the scientific arguments.

Argument 25. Consistency: the upper planetary limit (brown dwarfs) is determined
by gravitational physics, so the lower limit should be as well (anonymous contribution in
Grygar and Lála (2006d, “Dialogue on the proposed Planet Definition Resolution”, pg.
3)).

Brown dwarfs are the smallest (in mass) objects that produce heat through nuclear
fusion in their cores. This is the same process that fuels stars, but brown dwarfs are too
small to actually start burning all their elements efficiently and therefore they do not
burn like stars.14 These objects hence close the mass range gap between planets and
stars and thus naturally form an upper mass limit for planets. Since mass (and therefore
gravity) determines this limit, the argument is that it would be most consistent to also
use mass as a lower limit, which is the case when using hydrostatic equilibrium. This
is an ontological argument since it claims that mass is the prime defining property of
planets.

Argument 26. The geophysical definition is based on internal physical properties (Richard
G. French in Batten et al. (2006, “Planetary Scientists Support Proposed Redefinition of
a Planet”)). “Defining a planet by its physical description is less ambiguous, embraces
diversity, and one doesn’t have to do a census of the planetary system. What’s more,

14To start burning like a star the pressure in the core of the object must be very high, which causes
the temperature to go up. This pressure is caused by the self-gravity of the object that pulls its outer
layers inward to press onto the core. The mass of brown dwarfs is not high enough to build up enough
pressure and so they do not become hot enough to start burning.
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the planetary objects don’t need reclassification if you move them to a different orbit.”
(Villard, 2008b)

The first sentence of argument 26 is an ontological scientific argument: it acknowl-
edges the internal physical properties of planets as primary. The arguments that follow
from this (less ambiguous, etc.) are, however, functional demands on the use of the term
“planet”. Three out of four of these are theoretical, but the ‘census’ argument is clearly
observational and practical. So we have 3 theoretical arguments, 4 functional ones, 1
is observational and 1 ontological. Next we have a similar ontological argument that
makes the opposite statement with respect to the dynamical definition:

Argument 27. Location is not an intrinsic property of objects (Craig Heinke, Batten
et al. (2006, “Planet definition”) and Villard (2008b)).15

Argument 28. The geophysical definition would be applicable to exoplanets (Richard
G. French in Batten et al. (2006, “Planetary Scientists Support Proposed Redefinition
of a Planet”)).

Argument 28 is a (theoretical,) functional scientific argument; it states implicitly
that we need to include exoplanets as well and the geophysical definition indeed allows
exoplanets. The function of “planet” should extend to other planetary systems. Next a
slightly more complicated argument:

Argument 29. Our interest in planets is in the end motivated by finding Earth-like
planets. This means that we should be looking for objects with geological processes (dif-
ferentiation and release of volatiles into an atmosphere). Geological processes seem to
be correlated with roundness of objects. So the geophysical criterion is the one we want
(Sykes, 2008).

It revolves around an interesting statement about the very reason for doing planetary
science. This is a functional statement, although more about planetary science as a
whole than merely about “planet”. Moreover there is the correlation of roundness with
geological processes, which is an observational fact. The second sentence expresses a
functional demand on the term “planet” of an observational nature (it tells us what to
look for). So the total argument contains functional and observational elements.

Argument 30. The dynamical definition is too complicated / not practical (Morrison,
2008).

An illustration of this argument is given by Villard (2008b):

“Stern argued for a ‘Captain Kirk’ test for identifying a planet. Imagine a
Star Trek scene where Kirk and Science Officer Spock look at an undiscovered
world on their view screen.

Kirk: ‘Tell me about this world, Spock.’

Spock: ‘Well captain, despite the fact it has clouds and oceans we don’t
really know if it is a planet. We must first make dynamical calculations and
do supercomputer simulations to see if it dominates its orbit.’

Kirk: ‘Get real Spock!’”
15A nice illustration of this argument: “If biologists adopted this kind of criterion for species classifi-

cation, a cowboy would become a cow when he herds his cattle!”
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This argument is observational and functional (‘planets should not be too hard to
identify’), but it is also communicative if it implies that the dynamical definition is too
complicated to explain to laymen.

Argument 31. A planet is an object we could walk around on and on which geological
processes take place. Placement is not intrinsic (Sykes, 2006).

Argument 31 combines elements from arguments 27 and 29 and adds the intuitive
statement that we should be able to walk around on a planet, which is hardly scientific,
but functional nonetheless. In total then we have a combination of functional and
ontological arguments (respectively the first two and the last one).

Argument 32. Explanation for the entire original (geophysical) definition: 1. No ar-
bitrary cut-offs, but clear physical criterion. 2. The special status of Plutoids translates
into a special subclass. 3. Exoplanets not mentioned explicitly, but later in the article
(in the Q&A) we see that it is also meant for exoplanets (Owen Gingerich in Grygar
and Lála (2006a, “The path to Defining Planets”, pg. 4)).

Gingerich thus explains why the definition was set up the way it was. He gives short
functional arguments for the roundness criterion and the inclusion of a new category for
Pluto (which is not part of this discussion, as both parties agree on this). Exoplanets
are also explicitly mentioned in the questions & answers section of the newspaper article
and this inclusion is in fact also argued for by some to be a pro for the geophysical
definition. The first part of the argument is theoretical, the second is observational and
the third is mainly functional.

Argument 33. The geophysical definition would leave room for new discoveries, be-
cause it would treat the dynamical criterion as a qualifier of the general “planet” and
more qualifiers would be possible (anonymous contribution in Grygar and Lála (2006b,
“Discussion on Resolution 5B”)).

Mainly a functional scientific argument, theoretical in nature. It is sometimes stated
in negative form with respect to the dynamical definition:

Argument 34. The dynamical definition is not wide enough to include new discoveries
around other stars (IAU-GA-video, 2006a,b).

Argument 35. Geophysical is clear and compact (Richard G. French in Batten et al.
(2006, “Planetary Scientists Support Proposed Redefinition of a Planet”)).

Again a functional argument, though not only scientifically but communicatively as
well. In fact it is the positive opposite of argument 30.

Next we have a few arguments from political, educational or communicative consid-
erations.

Argument 36. The Division for Planetary Sciences (DPS) of the American Astronom-
ical Society supports the geophysicists.

Argument 37. The geophysical definition was the result of careful review by experts.

Arguments 36 and 37 are two internally political ad verecundiam arguments (both
by Richard G. French in Batten et al. (2006, “Planetary Scientists Support Proposed
Redefinition of a Planet”)).
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Argument 38. The public sees e.g. Mars as a planet, not because it has cleared out its
zone, but because it is a fascinating world (anonymous contribution in Grygar and Lála
(2006b, “Discussion on Resolution 5B”))

Argument 38 is an argument from public intuition against the dynamical definition.
Hence we could classify it as both communicative and political. Arguments 39 and 40
are in the same two categories:

Argument 39. Sub-categories will work fine with the public (Gingerich, 2008). We
can therefore safely define “planet” as widely as possible and define sub-categories for a
clearer, more structured overview.

Argument 40. Why please the public? Because experts cannot live off air (Gingerich,
2008, quote from Kepler).

Argument 41. The geophysical definition gives us new Pluto-like planets not just ob-
jects (Richard G. French in Batten et al. (2006, “Planetary Scientists Support Proposed
Redefinition of a Planet”)).

This argument appeals to the romantic idea of discovering new planets and contrasts
it with the rather dull perspective of discovering mere new rocks. This is clearly again
an argument from communicative grounds and the centuries of public interest that have
enabled astronomy to get to where it is today.

Argument 42. The dynamical definition would allow communicating the wealth of new
discoveries in the outer solar system (plutoids) while retaining Pluto’s status as a planet,
thus avoiding public backlash (anonymous contribution in Grygar and Lála (2006b, “Dis-
cussion on Resolution 5B”)).

Here we see a combination of argument 33 with communicative and political consid-
erations. An addition to this argument is in the following:

Argument 43. People react positively to new additions/discoveries to the planet class
and negatively to imposition of limitations for reasons they do not understand (Kornfeld,
2008).

Then finally we return to the issue of the great number of planets the geophysical
definition would give (which arguments 21 and 22 use against the geophysicists).

Argument 44. Naming 1000 planets is no problem: students do not need to know them
all. Also, there are a lot of moons (Jupiter alone has over 60), all with names, so why
not planets? (Villard, 2008a)

Argument 45. “...by adding more and more ‘planets’ it might be clearer that there is
a lot of progress in modern astronomy.” (IAU-GA-video, 2006a, at time 16:30)

The last argument is similar to 42, though a bit broader in scope (all planets versus
Pluto and plutoids only).

Having thus collected a decent amount of arguments for all three points of view
we can end this chapter on the description of the “planet” definition debate. We have
probabaly missed a few arguments here and there, but the main lines of reasoning as
found in the discussion have been incorporated and should now be clear.
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CHAPTER 3

EVALUATION

In chapter 1 we have found a toolset for handling the definitions and we collected our
material by explicating the definitions and supporting arguments in chapter 2. We can
now combine these to evaluate the debate and its products.

The structure of this section will be as follows. In section 3.1 we will try to classify
the “planet” definitions as either stipulative or real definitions. We do this by checking
the definitions using Viskil’s essential conditions for successful stipulative and real defini-
tions. This is part of the ‘structural’ or ‘lingual’ evaluation of the definitions. After that
we focus on the rest of the structural part of the definitions and on the argumentation
in sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. Finally we evaluate the astronomical content of the
definitions using the ideas of concept explication in section 3.4.

3.1 Classification

The first obvious question to ask is what the purpose of defining “planets” was. In our
speech act framework this determines the definition type; whether it was a stipulative or
a real definition. However, it is hard to determine the purpose merely from the definitions
themselves, but using the arguments for definition (against anarchy) we might be able
to get a clue as to the purpose of the redefinition of “planets”.

Argument 1 indeed hints at stipulative definition. In the quote from the IAU res-
olution we see phrases like ‘nomenclature’, ‘the designation “planets”’ and ‘the word
“planet” originally described ’. The use of such lingual terms gives a strong feeling that
the definition that is to follow is of the word-thing type. As it is definitely no lexical
definition it must then be a stipulative one.

Another clue towards a stipulative purpose is found in argument 2 about the redefi-
nition being motivated by the need of IAU naming committees. This argument implies
that nothing has changed in our understanding of the intrinsic properties of planetary
objects, so a real definition of the actual things is not needed. The increase of known
planet-like objects does warrant a reconsideration of how to use “planet” and whether
subclassification or other measures are needed, from a practical point of view.

The strongest hint, however, comes from argument 3, where it is explicitly stated
that astronomers need to clarify the word “planet” to the public. This is literally one of
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the two purposes of stipulative definition: clarification (the other being committing to
a certain meaning).

Strong as the last hint may be, we cannot base our classification on just these feelings,
so we need some more confirmation and we need to rule out real definition. We can
confirm whether the definitions fit the description of stipulative definitions in two ways:
by checking the conditions on stipulative definitions or by trying to rewrite them into
the standard paraphrasings. This, however, still would not rule out the possibility that
the purpose was also to make a real definition; it may be that the definition had two
purposes. We therefore need to check whether they fit the conditions for real definitions
in the same way as we do for stipulative definitions.

We need to keep in mind that by doing this we do not really confirm anything, but
merely corroborate. The conditions are necessary but not sufficient. In the end we still
need the intention and that is something we cannot extract from the definientia with
full certainty.

We need not treat both definitions separately in this part of the evaluation, because
they are phrased very similarly. What we are about to do is a classification on a structural
basis, so the actual content is unimportant here. Both definitions start with a very
similar introduction and continue with a similarly phrased definition of “planet”. The
part about “dwarf planets” does differ structurally, because it was not explicitly defined
separately from “planets” in the geophysical definition, but was suggested as a useful
subclass of them. Seeing, however, that in the dynamical definition the structure of the
“dwarf planet” definition is very similar to the “planet” one and that the third parts
of the definitions are again very similar we can safely neglect the second (dwarf planet)
part of the geophysical definition (in which no official definition is made anyway, only a
suggestion for subclassification is given) and say that the structure of the arguments is
for all practical purposes the same.

Note: the fact that there seem to be no obvious structural differences between the
two definitions might suggest that the entire structural evaluation is useless; it cannot be
used to determine which definition is better. Although the latter statement is true, the
structural evaluation is far from useless, because we also have the anarchists attacking
both definitions. Good structure can armour the definers against the anarchists and
bad structure gives the anarchists an argument against the definitions. So in the greater
debate it is in fact important.

The basic structure of the two definitions is as in definition 3. Because of the third
part of the definitions all objects in orbit around the star or the sun, whether planetary
or not, can be classified under one of the categories. The definitions draw up borders
between the complete set of different objects in the stellar neighborhood and in the
case of the geophysical definition define a hierarchical structure (e.g. dwarf planets as
subclass of planets). What is in fact defined is then a complete taxonomy of objects in
orbit around a star or the sun. The way in which this is done seems to be analytical;
the objects are defined in terms of their parts. This is one of Robinson’s methods of
word-thing definition, so again this hints at stipulative definition.

Let us go through Viskil’s requirements on successful stipulative definitions to see
if they are met. The essential condition is satisfied: it is clear that the intention of
the IAU and its committees is to use the terms as defined (they would not have set up
resolutions otherwise). Whether the definition also clarifies the meanings of the terms to
the ‘readers’ is less clear, as both parties have argued that laymen might not understand
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Definition 3 General structure of both the dynamical and geophysical definitions.
Planets and other (definition specific) bodies are defined as follows:

1. A planet is a celestial body that has certain (definition specific, internal and/or
dynamical) properties.

2. [Similar for “dwarf planet”.]

3. Other (slightly definition specific) objects shall be referred to collectively as “Small
Solar System Bodies” (SSSBs).

certain aspects of the other party’s definition. What can undoubtedly be said though
is that the process of finding the right definition has certainly surfaced the essential
characteristics of planets, whatever one might think of which ones are most important.
Thus we can say that because these characteristics are contained in both definitions in
one way or another, they must clarify the meaning of the term to some degree, relative
to how clear it was before the debate started. It is not the intention of any definition
to once and for all clarify every possible aspect of a term, because this is an impossible
demand on language. It is, however, clear how to apply the definition in most cases
and the used terms are clear enough. Hence, both parts of the essential condition for
stipulative definitions are satisfied.

Looking at the propositional content we see that we can indeed extract the three parts
necessary for a proper stipulative definition. First we have the subject term which must
be a cited word or phrase. In our case these are either “planets and other bodies” (in the
introduction) or more specifically “planets”, “dwarf planets” and “Small Solar System
Bodies”. The question is whether these words and phrases are cited terms or actually
refer to the objects. The phrasing for “(dwarf) planets” can go both ways because the
verb in the predicate to indicate the meaning is the ambivalent ‘is’, against which Viskil
warned us (see section 1.2.1). The third part, however, is clearly word-thing, because of
the use of the verb ‘referred’. Also, the use of the verb ‘defined’ in the introduction and
the fact that it defines a taxonomy instead of separate objects themselves, as made clear
earlier, strongly hints at stipulative definition. We can conclude that the propositional
content condition is satisfied, although with the remark that it would have been better
not to use the word ‘is’.

Last we have the preparatory and sincerity conditions. The first part of the for-
mer (see page 11) is satisfied for as far as the definitions address the general public,
because as is made obvious in the section about arguments, there is a lot of concern
about the public’s ability to understand the unfolding complexities of the solar system
without definitions, at least from the definers’ side (e.g. argument 3), which is whom the
preparatory condition is about. In a similar vein the second part of the preparatory con-
dition is satisfied, because the definers on both sides believe their specific definitions to
clear things up for the public (most educational/communicative arguments in table 2.1).
The preparatory condition cannot be fully met with respect to the scientific community,
which is a small problem. Most planetary scientists and astronomers in general will al-
ready have an extensive knowledge of the terms that are defined. The only way in which
it can be met is if we stretch its meaning a bit by concentrating on the ‘which sense’
part; nobody used the word “planet” in the strict way that the definitions prescribe,
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so nobody knows in which sense the word will be used after the discussion, neither the
public nor scientists. So in this way we see that the preparatory condition is satisfied
for all parties.

Some of the arguments argue against the other definition, but none of them argue
against their own definition. This means that the sincerity condition cannot be shown
not to have been satisfied. Arguing from common sense, however, we can safely assume
this condition to be satisfied as well; there would not have been such tremendous debate if
the debaters thought the eventual outcome would not be of any use. So all requirements
for a stipulative definition have been met.

We still need to rule out the possibility that the definers’ intentions were twofold,
i.e. we need to check if the definers might not also have had real definition in mind.
Indeed the essential condition for real definitions is easily met. Astronomy is an empirical
science, so it is not surprising that the wordings chosen in the definitions indeed give
an empirical description that can be used to identify objects as either “planets”, “dwarf
planets” or “SSSBs”; the definitions would be completely useless to astronomers if they
were otherwise. Also, the propositional content of the “planet” and “dwarf planet”
parts of the definition is according to the conditions for real definitions and the SSSB
part can be rewritten to comply with these requirements, although the explicit use of
quotation marks around “dwarf planets” does suggest that they do not use the word to
refer to the thing. Also, the preparatory condition for real arguments seems unlikely
to be fully satisfied; almost everyone has some idea of what planets are and probably
most of them are about right. The people at the IAU that came up with the idea of
redefining “planet” cannot have thought that the concept of a planet is really unknown,
which is what the preparatory condition demands. They believed that the usage of the
word needed some rethinking, but not that some group of listeners or readers of the new
definition would have to be taught what planets really are. Then finally there is the
matter of real definitions having a truth value as briefly mentioned in section 1.2.2. It
seems highly improbable that both parties see their definitions as a pure representation
of the truth. Indeed there are some ontological arguments that could be held to say
otherwise (ontology is in the end about some kind of true representation of reality),
but there are no actual arguments saying that the other party’s definition is false. The
discussion is about which physical characteristics are more intrinsic or essential, not
about whether these characteristics exist at all. It is therefore a discussion about how
to name things with certain characteristics, not about how to describe the true nature
of the things in detail (which would be impossible anyway, because they have not yet
decided on which objects to call “planets”; see again section 1.2.2: stipulation must
come before real definition!). So we can conclude that the definitions are not likely to
have been meant as real definitions.

We then conclude that the definitions were most likely meant to be stipulative defi-
nitions, so in the following we will evaluate the definitions accordingly.

3.2 Structural evaluation

Part of the structural evaluation was indeed checking whether the definitions satisfy
Viskil’s conditions. As we have shown they do satisfy the stipulative conditions. This
leaves us with two structural questions: can the definitions be cast into one of the stan-
dard paraphrasings from table 1.2 and have the guidelines from table 1.1 been followed?
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The first question is quickly answered: yes, quite easily, as seen in definition 4. Apart
from rearranging some words we merely need to add the word stipulatively to definition
3, which in this case does not change anything significant in the phrasing (apart from
the fact that this is a bit too specific for its audience, people who have perhaps never
used the word stipulation before) nor in the meaning of the definitions.

Definition 4 Standard stipulative paraphrasing of the structure of the dynamical and
geophysical definition.
I hereby define the words “planet”, “dwarf planet” and “SSSB” stipulatively as (respec-
tively):

1. A celestial body that has certain (definition specific) internal and dynamical prop-
erties.

2. [Similar for “dwarf planet”.]

3. Other (slightly definition specific) objects.

Viskil’s guidelines for setting up definitions in general should have been broadly
followed as well, so as a final check on the structural part of the definitions (or rather
in this case the process of setting up the definition) we try to find out whether this was
done. We go through the phases and steps one by one, skipping some irrelevant steps.

I.1 The word “planet” was chosen for redefinition. However, during the process of
setting up the definition three extra terms were defined as well (“dwarf planet”,
“SSSB” and “plutoid”). Because they were thought up during the process, they
might not be as ideally suited for their purpose as one might hope. The adjective
“dwarf” before the noun “planet” in the final definition (dynamical) for example
might cause confusion, because a “dwarf planet” is not a subclass of “planet” as
one might expect from the words alone.

I.2 The goals for redefining “planet” were clear (see the quote on page 30).

I.3 The audience was known as well; basically everybody that is interested in planetary
astronomy.

I.4 It seems that the definers did not explicitly establish the type of the definition
before setting it up. Perhaps unconsciously they did, though, and really they
cannot be blamed for not doing so, as most astronomers have probably never
studied types of definitions as we have. Even so, we have here a slight deviation
from the ideal model.

II.1 Analyzing the relevant meanings of “planet” by the first IAU working group had
resulted in the two main definitions that we consider in this thesis and a third
historical/cultural one.

II.2 This is again what the IAU working group did and what was worked out in the
debate at the GA.

III.1 The possible extensions of “planet” readily follow from the definitions; e.g. both
include the 8 traditional planets.
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III.2 For “planet” this step would have been useless, because at that time there were no
known large planetary objects that were not planets. For the other terms though
there were similar meanings, namely those of asteroids and comets. Previously
dwarf planets and SSSBs would have been called asteroids (or minor planets)
and comets. Whether this was properly considered is not entirely clear. It was
mentioned in one of the discussions (IAU-GA-video, 2006a, at about 49:40) but
not followed up upon.

III.3 Like with the step before, this step seems not to have been followed.

III.4 This is unnecessary in this case and indeed has not been done.

III.5 The IAU committee determined the idea-as-determined by setting up the resolu-
tion.

IV Although obviously no standard paraphrasing by Viskil was used, as we have seen
it was very easy to rewrite the definition in the form of a standard paraphrasing,
so that would suggest that the steps in this phase have been taken into account.
Even though some phrasings were not ideal (use of the word ‘is’) it seems the
committees have properly thought through how to formulate the definitions.

V This phase has not been carried out (explicitly).

So to summarize, most steps have indeed been taken, with the exception of a few
plus the entire justification phase. The latter especially constitutes a large gap in the
actual process compared to the ideal process and although there has been debate and a
voting, which may be seen as a more loose way of doing phase V, it might pay off for us
to do it for them, so this is what we will roughly do in the next section.

3.3 Argumentative evaluation

In this section we focus on the argumentative part of the evaluation, which is needed
to properly support the basic Viskillian argumentation structure for justification of the
acceptability of the definitions (figure 1.2, page 14). We will also evaluate the anarchist
argumentation to see whether or not we should define “planets” at all.

We first try to fit both definitions in the argumentation structure for justification of
a stipulative definition. To do this we need to identify what the variables in figure 1.2
are. We can substitute SD with the specific definitions and W with “planet(s)”, “dwarf
planet(s)” or “SSSB(s)”. The purpose D of the definitions is taken again from the quote
on page 30: to get a clear, physically motivated picture of the different types of objects
that orbit our sun or a star. The ‘physically motivated’ part was implicit and became
apparent in the debate where the main point of disagreement turned out to be about
what the best physical motivation is.

There are five arguments for dynamical that can be used in the scheme for justifica-
tion of acceptability (figure 3.1). Unfortunately the part about the clarification is not
covered at all, i.e. there are no arguments telling us why or how the dynamical definition
would clear up the meaning of “planet” and other terms to some listener. The ‘DD is
meant for purpose D’ argument need not be supported any further, because it is quite
obvious; it seems to be added by Viskil only to properly close the argumentation, i.e.
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to logically argue together with the ‘contributes to’ argument for the functionality of
the definition. So we have four arguments supporting the ‘contributes to’ part and one
argument (the one from authority) that directly supports the conclusion.

Figure 3.1: Argumentation structure for justification of the acceptability of the dynam-
ical definition. L is the listener and S is the speaker, in our case the IAU. DD is the
dynamical definition, W is the definiendum “planet”. D is the goal of the definition:
‘getting a clear, physically motivated picture of the different types of objects that or-
bit our sun’. Counterarguments are in red, implicit arguments (added by us) in grey,
comments on arguments in pink. Images produced using Araucaria (edited using GIMP).

The scheme for the geophysical definition is given in figure 3.2. This structure is
filled out more satisfactorily: at least one part of the audience (the public) is now
covered under clarification, so the two most important parts of this structure have some
solid footing. On top of that there are simply more arguments (seventeen in total) in
support of this definition. We even have a third set of arguments directly supporting
the conclusion (‘pleasing the public’), next to the arguments from authority. At first
glance then it seems that the geophysical definition has better grounds for Viskilian
acceptability.

Before we jump to conclusions we will study the structures a bit more carefully. A
few arguments are actually arguments against the other definition. We cannot easily fit
these into the justification structures of the definitions, because they do not try to justify
definitions; we will therefore not try to force them in. However, we can use them as a
starting point for the evaluation of the structures, because in fact they argue against the
acceptability of the other definition.

We start by going through the arguments against the geophysical definition. Argu-
ment 19 argues against the clarity of the physical criterion used, and thus argues that
the definition does not contribute to the purpose of the definition in the case of very
small objects. This is indeed a serious complaint, since the definition is meant to give a
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(a) Top of the argument. Continued below, where the ‘contributes to’ argument is folded out.

(b) The rest of the argument.

Figure 3.2: Argumentation structure for justification of the acceptability of the geophys-
ical definition. L is the listener and S is the speaker, in our case the IAU. GD is the
geophysical definition, W is the definiendum “planet”. D is the goal of the definition:
‘getting a clear, physically motivated picture of the different types of objects that or-
bit our sun or another star’. Counterarguments are in red, counter-counterarguments
in green, implicit arguments (added by us) in grey, comments on arguments in pink.
Images produced using Araucaria (edited using GIMP).

clear lower mass limit to “planets”. It can be difficult to see whether a very small object
is a round clump of stones or a round object in hydrostatic equilibrium with internal
geological processes. No counter argument was found against this complaint other than
the footnote in the geophysical definition on page 28 that tells us that an IAU committee
would have been set up to handle this problem.

Argument 20 also implies that the definition does not contribute to its purpose. It
constitutes a wholly different way of describing planetary objects, and thus is inherently
incompatible with the geophysical definition in which one looks at the objects themselves
(although of course these objects are complex systems as well, with geological activity
and atmospheres). The argument that follows from this is that only dynamically domi-
nant objects should be considered “planets”, because they are the key defining objects
of the dynamical system. Dynamically speaking this is very true, but this does not mean
that roundness can not be important as well. Of course the solar system is a system,
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but almost everything is in some kind of system. We can look at electrons even though
they are usually part of an atom. We can look at atoms even though they are usually
part of molecules, etc. So, this argument against the geophysical definition causes no
real problems.

We still have three educational/communicative arguments against the geophysical
definition left, arguments 21, 22 and 23. The first two raise the issue of the large
number of planets the geophysical definition would produce. Argument 44 counters this
pretty well, so this issue seems to be out of the way. Argument 23 raises a valid point; of
course location and dynamical dominance do play a role for all objects. They determine
e.g. surface temperature (due to distance from the sun/star) and orbital stability (the
orbit might be less stable close to a large object or in the vicinity of a lot of asteroids and
comets). However, argument 26 counters this argument quite convincingly: would the
Earth no longer be a planet when it was moved closer to Jupiter, inhibiting its movement
because of Jupiter’s great dynamical dominance? This seems rather silly and indeed,
as said in argument 27, location cannot be that important. It seems probable that the
public will perfectly understand this idea when the example of moving Earth is given,
so we can consider argument 23 refuted.

Can we find other weak points in the geophysical argumentation apart from the
one in argument 19? On the clarification side we only see the public, but of course
scientists need to get things cleared up as well. Seeing though as the debaters were largely
scientists, they will probably understand anyway. In this case of stipulative definition,
for a part of the audience, namely the scientists, the clarification is less important than
the mere setting up of a common lexicon. The other part of the audience, the public at
large, is covered by the arguments. So in the end it seems this is not a very weak point.
There seem to be no obvious other weaknesses in the argumentation.

The dynamical argumentation is similarly criticized. First by argument 30 which
argues that the dynamical definition is too complicated. The ‘Captain Kirk test’ indeed
seems rather convincing; we should be able to identify a planet by eye, which is what we
have always been able to do and which should not be needlessly complicated by a new
definition.

Next we have argument 34 in which the exclusion of extrasolar planets is criticized
by implicitly calling new discoveries exciting and important for astronomy. Because
over the last couple of years new types of objects around other stars are found almost
every year it is indeed quite strange that this booming field of astronomy would be
obstructed in such a way. Of course strictly speaking the dynamical definition does not
say anything about other planetary systems, so in fact exoplanetary scientists can call
anything they find around another star a “planet”, because the term is simply as of
yet without meaning in those systems. This then clears up this part of the debate; a
round object around another star can be called a planet by both sides, although the
geophysicists are bound to it since their definition prescribes it, whereas the dynamicists
are still free to do anything they like. For the dynamicists this means that “planet” will
have become an ambiguous term, which seems an undesirable side effect.

Finally there is argument 38. The dynamical argumentation was already weak con-
cerning the public, but this argument makes it worse by saying that the public does
not see a planet as a broom that has swept out its neighborhood or as a dynamically
dominant object, but simply as a fascinating world. Most people will not consider the
dynamical intricacies of the solar system at all and indeed see the objects only as sepa-
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rate entities. Although, as mentioned, this seems like an argument ad populum it might
be a valid one, because the task of the IAU was to incorporate cultural considerations.

All in all it seems the geophysical definition is quite acceptable on the grounds of
this Viskilian argumentation structure, whereas there are some serious weaknesses in the
argumentation structure for the dynamical definition. Argumentatively the geophysicists
seem to have had the upper hand. Why then the dynamical definition was chosen at
the GA is uncertain. One possibility is that the astronomers present at the vote found
that argument 19 was too serious for the geophysical definition to be adopted. We can,
however, only guess.

Let us now take a look at the anarchist argumentation. This constitutes the whole
of the anarchist case (as seen from our framework) so for the anarchist point of view it is
essential. Analogously to the treatment of the two definitions we can put the arguments
in an argumentation structure. This structure is given in figure 3.3.1 Argument 8 is
not included, because it actually goes a step further than just arguing for anarchy and
argument 9 to all practical purposes says the same as part of argument 6, so it is not
included on its own.

We see that four basic lines of argumentation are given in defence of the anarchist
point of view. First we have the leftmost one, which is largely argument 6 with some
additions. We can call this a functionally scientific line of reasoning: the definition
will hinder astronomy and should therefore not be made at all. This argument seems
convincing; there are no obvious caveats in the reasoning of argument 6 and the addition
of arguments 7 and 10 only strengthens it.

Then we have the bottom right arguments which disqualify the IAU as the authority
to define “planet”. Assuming that there is no other organisation with the authority to
do so we can conclude that no official definition should be made at all. This implicit
argument is needed to close the argument. It is, however, questionable whether this is
a very strong argument. Why should an organisation not be able to extend its range
of activities once the need seems to arise (which it does according to the large group
of definers)? Certainly they have the expertise to at least shed some new light on the
concept. It might have been prudent if the IAU definition committee had taken the idea
of a cultural/historical or lexical definition more seriously, but then again perhaps they
have and concluded that it would bring along its own problems. In the end the IAU
does seem like the most likely candidate to clarify the meaning of “planet” in some way,
so we would say that this argument is not tenable.

Thirdly we have the rightmost part; neither the public nor scientists will pay the
definition any heed according to these arguments, so the definition will be useless. For
the scientific part we can easily check whether this has turned out to be the case. For
example we can make a quick web search for publications with “dwarf planet” in their
titles as of August 2006. Through SAO/NASA ADS, a well known astronomical publications

1The bottom part of Argument 6 in the anarchist structure, about classificatory schemes, hints at a
possibly interesting topic of further study; that of classification in astronomy in general. Because of the
optical nature of astronomy (astronomical data consists almost entirely of images and spectra of light),
classification is often done on the basis of visually distinguishable features. However, it might very well
be that this approach causes us to overlook certain properties that our brains do not allow us to detect
visually. Of course images and spectra can be enhanced in a multitude of ways, so indeed we are likely
to pick up a lot, but still we might be missing out on important information because we allow ourselves
to think in distinct classes of objects. It would be interesting to investigate whether this has indeed
happened in the (recent) past and perhaps whether there are current situations in which a study of the
classificatory schemes we use can clear up current issues.
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Figure 3.3: The argumentation structure for justification of the anarchist point of view.

database, we found (on March 10, 2009) about 20 publications with these criteria (most
of which were about Eris, the dwarf planet that basically started the whole thing), which
is not a lot (of course this could also be because current research is simply not aimed
fully at these objects). Moreover, we have seen that the discussion is still going on, so
there is still no consensus on the issue, which implies that indeed a lot of people will be
ignoring the definition to this day (both the geophysicists and the anarchists). So we
can conclude that although the argument has not strictly turned out to be right (not
everybody ignores the definition), its concern was not completely ungrounded.

Finally we have arguments 11 and 12, which are pedogogical and historical consider-
ations against a redefinition of “planet”. It would be interesting to investigate whether
indeed the redefinition has caused problems in teaching children about the solar system,
but this falls outside the scope of this thesis. It is not an unlikely assumption though,
seeing as there was indeed a lot of upheaval caused by Pluto’s imminent demotion to
“dwarf planet”. Some confusion in education and in general might have resulted in the
public criticism.

So the anarchist argumentation is based on one quite strong scientific argument, two
reasonable but uncertain arguments about public understanding and usefulness and the
weak argument of disqualifying the IAU. So what to make of this? Let us focus on
the scientific argument. Does an official definition really hinder the unobstructed flow
of creative thought? For a certain group it certainly does not, because they simply
ignore the definition, as the anarchists themselves argue: a first crack in the anarchist
argumentation. Another thing we should consider is whether it is really necessary for
“creative thought” to “flow unobstructed” on the subject of our own solar system. Ob-
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viously there are a lot of details that we still have not fully uncovered, but we do have
an increasingly clear view of the most important aspects. On the other hand, the field
of extrasolar planetary research is booming at this moment and we have already found
very interesting new types of planets unlike any in our own solar system. Here we need
to keep our minds as open as possible and it seems the argument is aimed primarily at
this field. If this is the case, however, then the anarchists have little to fear from the
two definitions we discuss in this thesis. The dynamical definition explicitly does not
include extrasolar planets and the geophysical definition seems wide enough to include
almost every possible planetary object. So this consideration again leads us to conclude
that this argument might not be as strong as it seemed.

We are then left with three reasonable but uncertain arguments and a weak one.
This does not make the anarchist case an exceptionally strong one, though it is not one
to be discarded either. The need for defining planets seemed to have come primarily
from the IAU itself, so maybe it would have been better if the IAU had either put
the definitions forward as mere suggestions or used them only internally. That way
everyone would have been satisfied. However, the case for definition is not completely
convincingly defeated by the anarchist argumentation, so we cannot say that an official
definition should definitely not have taken place.

3.4 Conceptual evaluation

We finish our evaluation by taking a look at the conceptual content of the definitions
using Kuipers’ theory of concept explication. We begin by checking for precision, fruit-
fulness and simplicity and after that we will look for examples, non-examples and condi-
tions of adequacy and check for them as well. For the first three desiderata we can again
use the arguments and perhaps add our own considerations when needed. Arguments
about precision can be ontological, functional as well as communicative. Fruitfulness is
a mainly functional desideratum, but as we will see it is possible for communicative and
political considerations to be fruitful as well. Simplicity is both functional and commu-
nicative. We will see how the two definitions compare in satisfying the desiderata so at
the end of this section we can determine which definition is “strictly better”.

It seems that for astronomers the precision of both definitions is fine. There are
no obvious arguments from either side against this and we cannot think of any either.
There are no inconsistent nor trivial conclusions and the phrasing seems clear and unam-
biguous enough, seeing as we were very easily able to cast it into the form of a standard
paraphrasing. For the public, however, both definitions might be too precise as Leo Blitz
argues (argument 11). This argument is from the anarchists and is therefore aimed at
both definitions. We are mainly interested in the differences on the basis of which we
can judge which definition is better, so seeing as the precision seems similar for both
definitions (good for astronomers, perhaps a bit too precise for the public) we need not
consider this desideratum any further.

The geophysical definition is fruitful in at least three ways. It allows for exoplanets
and thus gives a more complete and coherent picture of the concept of “planet” than does
the dynamical definition (argument 33). Moreover because of its openness to new (types
of) planets, it allows us to easily communicate the progress in astronomy to the public
(arguments 41, 42 and 45). Finally it would not have lead to the demotion of Pluto to
“dwarf planet”, which would have pleased the public and perhaps boosted confidence
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in astronomers. This last argument can indirectly be fruitful for astronomy, because of
the possibly increased funding it might cause, allowing for more astronomical research.
The dynamical definition stands in stark contrast to this. It is highly unlikely that
any new “planets” are discovered in the solar system, although “dwarf planets” will be.
The geophysical definition also includes these as a subclass, however, so the dynamicists
have no advantage there, whereas they do miss out on all the recent discoveries in
exoplanetary research. The public backlash caused by Pluto’s demotion has caused the
ongoing discussion which from a political point of view can be taken as the opposite of
fruitful. The constraining nature of the dynamical definition thus seems unfruitful and
we can conclude that on this point the geophysical definition comes out the winner.

Considerations from simplicity again favor the geophysical definition. Simply count-
ing the number of criteria, the two from the geophysical definition are simpler than
the three from the dynamical definition; the less criteria the simpler. The criteria in
the geophysical definition are in the dynamical one as well, so we can indeed conclude
that the dynamical definition must be more complicated. So looking at these first three
desiderata the geophysical definition seems conceptually superior.

With that behind us we can get a bit more concrete by looking for the similarity of
the definitions to the explicandum “planet”. First we must find some evident examples
etc. of “planet” and see how the definitions treat them. The most obvious examples
are the eight big planets around our sun. Pluto is clearly a disputed example and so we
must be careful in treating this. Other disputed examples include Eris, other TNOs and
Ceres. Exoplanets are really in a separate category. On the one hand everybody will
agree that the ones that are discovered thus far (all larger than the Earth) are indeed
planets. On the other hand the dynamical definition explicitly does not consider them.
This makes it hard to judge how to treat this example; on the one hand it seems unfair
to judge a definition by something which it says it is not about. On the other hand,
the word “planet” is in fact used for exoplanets and is thus strictly speaking an evident
example, even though a definition does not treat them. Again we need to be careful
with this example. Some evident non-examples are asteroids, comets, moons and stars.

The similarity is also checked by conditions of (in)adequacy, which we can distill from
the discussion. First we have that “planets” should be physically distinct from other
objects, i.e. there must be some elementary physical criteria which define “planets”,
distinguish them from other objects and are also observable in some way. Conditions of
(in)adequacy can also be empirical as mentioned on page 18. There are two empirical
conditions of adequacy: “planets” are rounded by hydrostatic equilibrium and dynamical
dominance is an important characteristic of some “planets”. The fact that not everybody
agrees on the latter being a defining criterion does not take away the fact that it is an
important scientific consideration; it does, however, make it a disputed condition.

So how similar are the two definitions of “planet” to the explicandum given these
examples and conditions? In following Kuipers’ approach we set up a table listing the
successes and problems of the two definitions. In table 3.1 the dynamical definition’s
similarity is given, the geophysical one is in table 3.2. Disputed examples are marked
by a question mark behind it. The geophysical definition includes more of the disputed
examples, but has one real problem which we already touched on earlier in the argu-
mentative evaluation. The dynamical definition has no problems with the undisputed
(non)examples, but does have a lot of false disputed negatives, which gives to think why
they actually are disputed. Is it because it really is uncertain whether these objects are
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intrinsically comparable to the big eight or is it just because they do not fit the idea
of dynamical dominance? The former question is something that further research into
these objects should resolve and can therefore not be answered at this time.

Desiderata from similarity Successes Problems

Evident examples

True positive: False negative:
- Big 8 - Pluto (?)

- Ceres (?)
- Large new TNOs (?)
- Exoplanets (?)

Evident non-examples

True negative: False positive:
- Asteroids
- Comets
- Moons
- Stars

Conditions of adequacy

Fulfilled: Unfulfilled:
- Physically distinct
- Roundness
- Dyn. dominance (?)

Table 3.1: The desiderata from similarity for the dynamical definition of “planet”.

Desiderata from similarity Successes Problems

Evident examples

True positive: False negative:
- Big 8
- Pluto (?)
- Ceres (?)
- Large new TNOs (?)
- Exoplanets (?)

Evident non-examples

True negative: False positive:
- Small asteroids - Large, round asteroids
- Comets
- Moons
- Stars

Conditions of adequacy
Fulfilled: Unfulfilled:
- Physically distinct - Dyn. dominance (?)
- Roundness

Table 3.2: The desiderata from similarity for the geophysical definition of “planet”.
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So in the end we do not gain a lot by this consideration of similarity. We end up with
the situation that we cannot determine which definition is strictly better. Judging by the
first three desiderata it seemed the geophysical definition was gaining the upper hand,
but the desiderata from similarity cancel the possibility for calling it “strictly better”.
However, we can cautiously conclude that the geophysical definition is “better” than
the dynamical one. It clearly satisfies two of the desiderata better than the dynamical
definition and to be honest the similarity to undisputed examples and conditions does
not differ much between the two definitions, while in the disputed area the geophysical
definition is far more permissive. Thus conceptually the geophysical definition can be
said to be richer, more fruitful and simpler and therefore better suited for both scien-
tific use and public communication and education or “edutainment”, i.e. astronomical
outreach in general.

This closes this evaluative chapter. To conclude we once more list the most important
findings:

• Both definitions are stipulative ones.

• Both definitions are structurally sound.

• The justification for acceptability of the geophysical definition is better than that
of the dynamical definition.

• The anarchist point of view is not to be discarded immediately, but is neither
conclusive. A lexical definition might indeed have been a good alternative to the
geophysical and dynamical ones.

• The geophysical definition is conceptually better than the dynamical one (though
not strictly better!).
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Before we conclude there are a few issues left unanswered which we will shortly focus on.
To start with we have the anarchist proposal of looking for a lexical definition. Had this
proposal been worked out it might have heavily influenced the other two by pointing out
weaknesses from a more cultural point of view or might even have had a good chance
by itself. At the very least it would have given us another way of evaluation of the two
definitions: the closer one of the definitions is to historical usage, the better. If an actual
lexical definition will be set up in the future, Viskil’s guidelines and conditions (which
we have not discussed for lexical definitions) might prove very useful.

Then there is the issue of other possible definitions. We already touched on this issue
by giving a few examples of alternative definitions that were not deemed viable by the
IAU committees. However, there are still other possible definitions. One obvious example
is a dynamical definition without the explicit exclusion of exoplanets. Observationally it
would be very difficult to properly apply this definition (you would first need a reasonably
detailed picture of the entire planetary system before you can decide whether or not
they are planets, which would mean that you first need enormous telescopes to detect
everything), but theoretically this would strengthen the dynamical definition because of
its increased openness. The exclusion of exoplanets is just plain unreasonable in the face
of the great amount of current research being put into them. Another possibility is that
because of our limited knowledge we are overlooking some crucial aspect of planetary
physics that would give us an even better definition. Whatever definition we now decide
upon, it may very well be that in twenty years we are again revoking it. We must always
keep this in mind.

Furthermore we have perhaps not given the term “dwarf planet” enough attention.
Our main aim was to find out how to define “planet”, but it might very well be that
indeed dwarf planets will turn out to be very different from planets and that therefore
the dynamical definition will prove very useful. Especially if for example it turns out
that evolutionary processes for dwarf versus normal planets differ intrinsically we would
have a really physically relevant way of categorization, because we could then use these
different classes of objects to efficiently probe the history of a planetary system. Until
we have resolved the issue of planetary formation and evolution (which we might never
fully do) we can say little more on this. Actually it may even seem a bit premature to use
evolutionary processes which we know very little about to base a definition upon. Since
the evolutionary arguments were in our opinion the strongest ones for the dynamical
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definition (dynamical dominance alone is less ‘intrinsic’ than evolution; cf. argument
27) these considerations might give to think.

Another issue that has not been addressed very extensively is the fact that a lot of
large moons greatly resemble what we think of as “planets” as can be seen in figure
x.1. The moons Ganymede (around Jupiter) and Titan (Saturn) are larger than the
smallest planet, Mercury; Callisto (Jupiter) has almost the same size as Mercury; and
there are several other moons in our solar system that come close in size to Mercury,
our own Moon being one of them. Even Mars looks a lot like these large moons. The
internal physics of these objects can therefore be expected to be very similar to planets.
If applied consistently, the roundness criterion should be applied to these objects as
well. As already mentioned Laskiewicz (2008) indeed proposed this use of the roundness
criterion by adding secondary, tertiary and quaternary properties of which dynamical
degree could be one. This seems like a very self-consistent and complete way of using
geophysical criteria. The word “moon” could still be used as a historical alternative to
“second degree planet” (planet orbiting another planet) or alternatively you could call
them “lunar planets”. Most of the moons in the solar system have not been rounded
due to hydrostatic equilibrium and they can simply remain to be called “moons”.

Figure x.1: A selection of moons in our solar system, ordered by the (dwarf) planet
around which they revolve. For comparison the Earth, Mars and Mercury are also
included. Images are approximately to scale. Images from NASA, edited using GIMP.

Finally there is the issue that many people discard this whole debate as being about
mere semantics. Indeed the way we call things has no physical significance, so in that
sense this debate seems pointless; why bother? This somewhat shallow and self-contained
view on science has several disadvantages. First it fails to recognize the importance of
argumentation and debate in the formation of theories. For a theory to be accepted it
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needs someone to convincingly bring it into the world. Paradigm shifts usually involve
serious debate and in the end usually only one party takes home the gold. Even though
the arguments might be physically motivated, the outcome of a debate can be anything
because arguments need to be interpreted and accepted before the conclusion is accepted.
However, interpretation can be directed towards a certain conclusion to some degree and
acceptance can be encouraged by using clever rhetorics. Definition plays an important
role in this process, because the need for clarity is greater than in times of normal
science. For a new paradigm to be accepted, both parties need to understand eachother’s
points of view and this is where proper definitions come into play. Secondly, defining
certain categories can obscure important similarities, but it can also greatly enhance
understanding by pointing out what the essential features of objects are. Because both
these scenarios could be critical for the development of a branch of science (it could be
halted or boosted) it is important to think about the terminology you use. Terminology
usually reflects current understanding of certain objects, but current understanding is
not always right and you should be careful in putting too much trust in terminology.
For example in IAU-GA-video (2006a, at about 53 minutes) someone from the audience
warns us of the dangers of nomenclature by giving an example of a few decades ago.
“Solar flares” and “solar prominences” were two solar phenomena that were defined
separately and subsequently studied separately as well for some time. A few years later
these objects turned out to be different manifestations of the same underlying process.
This had caused a lot of confusion and time and money were wasted. The message he
brings: had they been more careful in defining things they might have recognized earlier
on that they were studying one and the same phenomenon. Of course this translates
directly to our current situation; planetary science is still very young and so we should
be careful in giving names to things that might turn out to be intrinsically the same.

Hopefully the next time this debate flames up the above points will be taken into
consideration.
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So what can we conclude from our analysis?
First about the discussion in general. Chaotic as it might have sometimes seemed, it

seems in the end that most of it revolved around the three main points of view, making
it in fact quite overseeable. As we have shown the discussion was separable to a large
degree into two main discussions, the discussion between the two definitions having the
upper hand. There was the issue of exoplanet acceptance being woven into the discussion
about the two definitions, where in principle these could have been separated. This has
probably not happened for practical reasons: observationally it would not have worked
for the dynamical definition. On the whole the debate was pretty orderly and fair; there
were no clever rhetorics or fallacies to speak of. Procedurally there were some critical
notes, like when the first draft resolution leaked through a Czech newspaper or the fact
that the final resolutions were voted for at a time when most attendees of the GA had
already gone home. These were unfortunate events, but seeing as the debate is still going
strong (perhaps thanks to these events) we can expect that these wounds will be given
the oppertunity to heal at the next GA in August this year.

More importantly, however, we should discuss the conclusions of our evaluation of
the definitions and the debate. We found the answers to most of the questions we
asked ourselves in the introduction, except for one: should we define “planet” or just
leave it as it is? Based on the arguments in this thesis it seems that both answers are
acceptable. Leaving things as they were or alternatively setting up a lexical definition
are viable alternatives to defining “planet” dynamically or geophysically. Which leads
us to the next question: which of these two definitions is best? Using our evaluative
criteria we concluded that the geophysical definition seems to have the upper hand,
both argumentatively and conceptually. It may be that for the astronomers present
at the voting argument 19 was conclusive and that therefore the dynamical definition
eventually made it through the vote. It seems, however, that this might not be the last
vote on the subject and so we will have to wait and see whether perhaps in the end the
IAU comes to the same conclusion.

On a personal note: in the course of writing this thesis we have started to agree
more and more with the geophysical point of view. The IAU (as read in the dynamical
way of Soter (2006)) has defined an interesting subtype of planets, the dynamically
dominant ones, but the class of objects they define simply does not encompass all kinds
of objects one would identify as planets. The semantics of the term “dwarf planet”
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already imply this fact and the conclusions reached in our analysis only strengthen this
view. The dynamicist view is too restrictive, ruling out objects that indeed could spark
interest as planet-like objects but that because of unfortunate placement will not be
called “planets”. The goal of classification in astronomy is to enable easy identification
of objects with physically relevant similarities. If the Earth would be in some asteroid
belt, the internal physical properties of the object Earth would be the same (even though
the external properties might be different because of all the asteroids hitting the Earth),
but it would no longer be called a “planet” under the current definition. If, however,
research shows (as it does) that similar geological, atmospherical and other processes
take place on Venus, Mars and the Earth then it seems logical from a scientifical point
of view to put them in the same category and use our knowledge of that category of
objects to ease our search for more of those objects. Because in the end indeed it seems to
us that finding other worlds like our own is one of the greatest achievements astronomy
could reach. Of course location is important, but not primary. If we had to suggest
one particular definition it would therefore be the geophysical definition as laid out by
Laskiewicz (2008), which incorporates the main relevant aspects of planetary research
and leaves open the possibility for adding more properties.

Finally, the fact that we were able to provide answers in a complicated situation like
this shows that the toolset we have set up using Robinson (1972), Viskil (1994) and
Kuipers (2007) is indeed quite suitable for tackling problems of both the process and
product of definition in a scientific context.
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